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When President Roosevelt presented his abbreviated budget
to Congress Thursday it is very doubtful if he expected it to
be adopted in that form. With the Presidential election a
matter of only ten months away it is hardly to be expected
that the Congressmen will sit by quietly while their, constitu
ents are clamoring at the gates ln protest against having their
luxuries and privileges removed. On the other hand there are
few Congressmen who want to say to those constituents that
they have been voting for added tax burdens. President
Roosevelt, the strategist, is probably patting himself on the
back to think how cleverly he is dodging the situation. A
quick glance at the new budget shows a proposed net deficit
reduction of $1,000,000,000. How is this to be brought about?
Well, we notice offhand two significant items. The President
would decrease work relief programs by half a million dol
lars, and agricultural programs by $400,000,000. There's lots
more chopping, but part of it is evidently to make way for the
increased national defense outlay. The ensuing months will
show us what Congress means to do about it.

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable
In adv.ince; single copies three cents.
Adveittslng rat s based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
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The Rockland Gazette was established
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The spirit which does not dare •»
— to soar Is destined to grovel
— Beaconsfield
•»

Camden Cottage Sold
Deeds were recorded at the Knox
Registry this week in relation to the
sale of the Hofer cottage property
on the Camden waterfront. Tlie sale
was made by Philip Hofer and My
ron A. Hofer to Charles Bain Hoyt.
Tlie terms were not given, but it is
understood that the price was
around $25,000

In celebration of faithful service 1
for 25 years. Harold E. Jackson wi.l
be honored next week hy \rmour &
Co. workers, who will observe a "Har
old Jackson Week” Jan. 8-13.
1 Wednesday night, as part of the
celebration, Armour & Co., will en

tertain customers as guests, when
moving pictures will be presented,
showing the progress of Armour's
and the accomplishment of the con
tinual research in the meat packing
Contributions for Finnish Relief j industry.
Mr. Jackson's anniversary was ln
will be accepted by this newspaper
in accordance with the Statewide i December, which has been a fateful
effort. All contributions will be j month for him all through his life.
He was born Dec. 19, 1891, in Jef
listed.
Clifford Smith ...........
$25. ferson. and received his education
The Courier-Gazette..... . .....
10. at Lincoln Academy and Shaw's
A Friend_________________
1- j Business College. Dec. 11, 1^15, he
Eddie Whalen Orchestra ........
15. i was married to Miss Helen Smith of
Mrs. John Whalen...................
1. Baltimore.
i His first Job was in Lewiston with
Total.............
$52 ■ Armour's, starting Dec. 15, 1914, as
1 a shipping clerk. Advancing steadily,
Assurance that tlie public and i he was transferred to Bangor, then
' the Educational Club will be served | to Berlin, N H., and then as assistant
• an extra appetising supper in G. A. manager went to the Portland
| branch.
• R. hall at 6 o'clock Friday, Jan
At the age of 27, he was sent to
, 19 is found in the acceptance of its
Rockland as manager, and has done
chairmanship by Mrs. Alden Ulmer
much creditable work in building up
Sr. This supper will be preceded at
the fine plant located on Broad
’ 3 p. m. and followed at 7 p. m. by
i street. He was offered a responsible
’ this Clubs usual stimulating pro- position in a larger city, and another
1 grams with current talks, discus in Chicago, but preferred to stay *n
sions, local and state speakers with Rockland.
75 more new members as applicants.
During the years of lesidence In
' this city. Mr. Jackscn has made
Vesper's Luncheonette is closed many trends, who wlsn him mans
i more years of success.
during alterations.
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“THE BLACK CAT”

Brought Out 200 For Anniversary Banquet—
Com’r Lovejoy the Guest Speaker
Getting along in years is the j
Camden Fire Department, which on
Thursday night celebrated its 59th
anniversary with a banquet in the
Masonic building attended by 200
persons.
i
An elaborate chicken supper had
been prepared by the wives of the

Allen F. Payson, chief engineer of
the Camden Fire Department, had
much rather not be called upon for
a speech, but what he says Is always right to the point Comment(ng upon the new distinction which

came to his department when it
won second place, in Maine, in the
natural competition for activities
conducted during Fire Prevention
Week, 1939, he said that much of
the credit belonged to the Camden
Chamber of Commerce particular
(By The Roving Reporter)
credit belonging to the secretary,
PAYING THE FIDDLER
! Betty Foxwell.
Tlie popularity of John M Rich
An all-time record high of $5,764,000 will have been paid
Of course your New Years reso
| The guest speaker was State Inardson's "Steamboat Days” pub lutions remain unbroken.
to the State in gasoline taxes by Maine motorists in 1939,
l surance Commissioner C. Waldo
Harry S. Kearney, secretary of the Commercial Motor Vehicle
Lovejoy, who prefaced his very in- lished every Saturday is shown by
Many older residents of this city
the fact that he has already re
Association of Maine, estimates. Gasoline tax receipts have
| terestlng address by congratulating
been running 3.7 percent ahead of 1938 and on that basis, he
ceived 100 orders for the series, will recall the late Dr F. E. Hltchthe Camden Fire Department on
when and if published in pamphlet j cock, whose office was located in
said, the estimated total of $5,764,000 in gasoline taxes would
winning its latest honor.
form. And everybody should urge Kimball block, corner of Main and
have been collected by the State during the year, “OasoLne
• • • •
him to do so, because the series is Lilmerock streets. They will recall
taxes have become one of the major sources of State revenue,
Mr. Lovejoy's Address
providing millions of dollars to build roads which benefit every
"Let 'Er Come”
“I doubt,” said Commissioner valuable to everybody who has ever also his habit of addressing his accommunity ln the State,” said Mr. Kearney. "Since the gaso
Lovejoy, "if many of you appreciate had an interest in steamboat affairs qualntances, no matter what time
line tax is a special levy imposed upon a single class of tax
firemen and It was served piping the size of the insurance business in in the broad territory, covered by of day, by the salutation “Good
payers, the rate should be as reasonable as possible. Sight
Morning." I can hear him now callhot by the fire laddies, themselves. our State. The premium collected these articles.
ing to his assistant in the second
should not be lost of the fact that most of the motorists that
The centerpiece on the head table from our public amounts to approxi
pay gasoline taxes have incomes of less than $30 a week, and
The Black Cat's suggestion that story in 8 volce
couId ** heard
was a large dish of delicious candy mately $35,000,000 each year for all
therefore have no great ability to pay excessive taxes."
the proposed new school building be lla'f
'en6t-h of the street. Dr
kisses made for that special occa
sion by Camden's veteran confec
given the name of "Anna Coughlin Hitchcock was one of the ablest
School” met with quick response sur8eons hi Eastern Maine and his
tioner, A. B. Stevenson, and pre
from Mrs. Jennie Thorndike Pey- i comParatlvely early death cut short
SLEEP NO RESPECTER
sented with his compliments. There
i 1a brilliant career.
were enough kisses to go around,
ler, who writes:
At the opening of the Congressional session a photographer
and Mr. Stevenson was given a
“I read with great interest the
An undertaker whose residence is
made a snapshot of members of the Roosevelt family, listening
■'hand'' that testified to his popu
suggestion that if we should have
to the President's message. Nobody thought to censure it,
__
,
u
.U.
..
.
,.
V
not
many mlles ...
from Ule Rockland
larity.
a new school building, it should be
...
__ „
...
.... . Postoffice, tells tills one at his own
so the picture went into all of the newspapers showing the
Excellent music was furnished by
named for Anna Coughlin. What
expense: Sound asleep last Sunday
President's uncle apparently sound asleep.
a small orchestra. David Crockett,
could be a better tribute than that
.
.
...... night he was awakened with a great
energetic song leader, led the gath
.Km... ■_
__ _______ ___ __ dea* °* difficulty by the ringing of
ering in popular selections. That
ability in my estimation can never
thc telephone bell. Said the voice
CAMDEN PROUD OF 'EM
portion of the program reached its
be surpassed. I for one of the class
. ww, «_ .. k
on the other end of the line: “An
climax when Crockett and "Gilbert
of
99
hail
that
suggestion
with
joy
„ , .
Justly proud of the fine showing which It has made the
.
- ... . ,
.
old man has dled- can you come
Laite sang “The Levee Song" as a
and
wou
d
like
to
hear
from
others
at
once?
..
„
who
people of Camden turned out 200 strong Thursday night to help
duet.
o my c ass
undertaker. "The old year," was
the Camden Fire Department enjoy its anniversary banquet.
The committee in charge of the
This paper has already told how the Department won second
Ihe reply. As the Joke was perbanquet was especially popular in its
honors, in Maine, for its Fire Prevention Week activities, but
Yesterday I was shown an album petrated by a member of the family
selection of a toastmaster, this
filled with some remarkable local uved in a distant part of the 8t*te,
let it be said that the Camden firemen do not permit their
function being most admirably ful
laurels to rest on a single week. Their main Job is fighting
photographs, enlarged from snap- all was quickly forgiven And that
filled by Bert Stevenson.
fires to be sure, but Chief Payson and his boys make them
shots taken by J. A Perry The col- shows a good spirit after being
At his suggestion the firemen and
selves an invaluable asset to the town in many other ways.
lection includes some exceptionally called out of a warm bed on a zero
their- guests sat with bowed heads
The town's fire loss last year was unbelievably small.
fine marine views taken during thc night, one minute after midnight,
far a few moments out of respect
—o—
If the town burned up maybe Al harbor yacht ra-es last summer, and
to the memory of the late J. Hale
On year ago: Frances Rhodes of
len Pavson'a smile would vanish. while warships were in the harbor.
The Boston Transcript noted the ( Melville A Gould, supervisor for
Hodgman for many years town
— o—
; Union was awarded the State sewMaybe.
serloui illness -of Effie Crockett the onsus for the Second District
treasurer, and always a staunch
The truckman hunted half a day ing championship at the annual
Carleton in the following para-. of Mfl(ne flnd E€anor
of
member of the Camden Fire degraph: "On the danger list at the
,
forms of Insurance. State property without finding anybody who could State 4-H contest —John Chisholm
Point ' enumerator appointed ; Payment
City Hospital today was the name Ash Polnt
tell him where "Thompson street'' was back home after five months'
Bryant of Belmont carries $18,000,000 worth of fire in was. "I'll *sk 'em at the Postoffice," hospitalization —Mrs. Aldana Spear,
cf Mrs. Effie I. Canning Carlton of for Knox County for the business
surance
on
buildings
and
contents,
avenue, who served the town as
196 S. Botoph street. Back Bay. and manufacturers census, are in j traffic cop, and who is confined to 900 automobiles and several hundred said he, "they'll know." But they H. P. Blodgett and Mrs. Ruth Eldidn't, and it was not until he came lingwood were elected trustees of
Fifty-four years ago she and her Camden compiling the decennial his home by a critical illness, had boilers.
“We are charged with the inspec across Charlie Higgins did he learn the Public Library.—Mrs .O. M.
father were visiting friends in Win- census of business, manufacturers asj£ed t0 be remembered to the boys,
tion
and licensing of moving pic that Thompson street was long Barney, formerly of Rockland, died
throp. A baby ln a hammock on and populat.on which Uncle Sam and there will doubtless be many
ture theatres and motion picture' known as Sherer's lane,
Long In Portland, aged 70 years—Mrs.
the porch began to cry. Fifteen- bas undertaken this year. Mrs to heed the toastmaster's suggesknown, also, as the toughest street Jerome Smith died at thte age of
machine
operators.
This
is
a
new
year-old Effie walked over to the Fredette is expected to complete tion.
J 86 years.
work given us this year, and we feel in the city for motor cars.
hammock, made up a tune to ac- Wjthln three weeks the Job of enu-1 Camden makes special note of
that requiring the theatres to stand
company an old Mother Goose merating Camden businesses and newcomers in that town, and three
ardize as to safe methods and prac
rhyme. The baby stopped crying, manufacturers, and to complete all
■
tices will be an advantage to the,
went to sleep. Since than the of Knox County before April 1, when
safety of the public, as well as to the '
lullaby 'Rock-a-Bye Baby has the population census starts, and
business itself.
brought sleep to millions of baby eacb housewife will be Interviewed,
“I wish to discuss a phase of the
eyes. It was on a banjo—a Christ- while in Camden her headquarters
Insurance business which I believe is
mas gift—that Effie first played the win
at the Camden Post Office.
not generally very well understood,
tune to her music teacher, who sent
____________
and this is unauthorized insurance
her running to a publisher. Last
There will be a special children's
Unauthorized insurance is used to
night Mrs. Carlton suffered a cere matinee at Strand Theatre, Mondesignate that form of insurance
bral shock. ’
daya afternoon at 4 o'clock show
Attachments aggregating $100,000 defendants named are New England
which is carried on without the
ing the Paramount Color Feature
company being properly licensed to were entered at Knox County Regis- Theatres, Inc; Public Netoco TheSubscribe to The Courier-Oaiette. Cartoon "Gulliver's Travels".
transact business ln this State. This try of Deeds Thursday by the Waldo atre Corporation, Paramount Film
type of company usually holds out,Th(>atre Corporation of Waidoboro ^^‘buting Corporation, Loew's.
the inducement of lower cost and
Inc.; 30th Century-Fox Film Cor
against the M. & P. Theatre Corporporation, Vltagraph, Inc.; R.K.0
certain other things, which if no*,
Plrtureg Inc . UnJted ArtlstfJ
untrue are very definitely mislead atlon and the Rockland Amusement
Company (Joseph Dondis, presl- Corporation and Universal Film Ex
ing.
change, Inc.
"They usually explain this lower dent).
The plaintiff alleges violation of
Carroll T. Cooney president of
cost by saying that they eliminate
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
the local agent, and they attempt the Clayton Anti-Trust act. Other the plaintiff corporation, is a former
Yale football star and president also
to make you believe that the service
which you will receive from West
Q{ hb menta[ stflte Qr c<jn. of a New York wholesale lumber con
cern A few years ago he built a
Toothbrush somewhere in the U.S.A. 1 ditjon
SKATES, PUCKS
Another good chief sat opposite will be fully as good as the se’vice I
theatre In Waldoboro, but found
In dealing with an arsonist, we . .
,, .
Allen Payson. His name was Van which you will receive from some
.
„ ,
.
, .
, himself handicapped ln obtaining
must
continually
keep
in
mind
that
,
..
j „
HOCKEY STICKS
Russell.
.
, j,
first-run pictures and alleges there
one who is friendly to you and upon .he .is a dangerous
individual, and ,
,7
k . 1, ..
L. .
K.
.
, Is a combination and conspiracy to
whom you know you can rely. They .that
if allowed to pursue his natural „ . .
.______
ALL WINTER
I of them were Introduced to the as do not explain that they avoid pay
restrain and monopolize interstate
inclination lie can become fully as
trade
and
commerce
in motion pic
sembly by Toastmaster Stevenson— ment of license fee and taxes, as
dangerous to the public as a mur
SPORTS
ture films.
j Dr. Eugene Davis, graduate of Penn well as avoiding any supervision of
derer, and this is recognized by our
It is also alleged that various dlsJ State, who has come back to Cam- your own Insurance Department
NECESSITIES
aw as it clearly states: quote Should , .. ,
.
. j . .
,k
I den to reside; Richard Henry Bond, which would prevent an insurance the life of. any person v.be .lost. .ln con trlbutors have refused to furnish
the new executive at the Camden company from neglecting its proper sequence of any such burning such the Waldo Theatre Corporation with
films until they have been exhibit
Y.M.C.A.; and Dr. Victor Shields, obligations to our citizens.
offender shall be deemed guilty of
ed in Rockland theatres.
formerly
of
Vinalhaven.
Vigorous
“In the last two years your Insur murder, and punished accordingly.’
SECOND FLOOR SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT
The process issued from the office
handclapping stressed the welcome. ance Department has developed the
328 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
“We have five men assigned to
3*5
Noting the presence of the Rock investigation of arson to some con this particular class of work, and our of Charles T. Smalley, with George
land delegation the toastmaster in siderable extent. We believe that method of operation is to work with S. Ryan of 6 Beacon street, Boston,
troduced the mindlvidually—“Put” there is a strong public interest in and through the local authorities and of counsel In addition to seeking
Bicknell, Oeorge Everett Blethen, fires of this type, as such losses are it is very pleasing to be able to state $100,000 damages the process also
City Solicitor Stuart C. Burgess, Al added to loss experience for rate that we have received the very finest prays for an injunction to prevent
dermen Louis R Cates, and Francis making, taxable property is de of co-operation. You might be in the alleged discrimination in the
D. Orne, Chief Engineer Van E. stroyed. and there is no inconsider terested to know that to date we have future.
The suit Is returnable to the
* * * *
Russell and Frank A. Winslow of able loss of life and limb from thia obtained over 40 convictions and
United States District Court in Port
The Courier-Gazette.
cause. These fires are typed as fol have some 20 cases left to try, cr
A list of all delinquent tax payers, prior to 1939,
land.
Charles E. Nelson of the State lows: profit, revenge or spite, and which are now pending in the courts
is being prepared for the printer, to appear in the
Insurance Department, a popular pyromania. The first is a familiar This represents a very good per-'
r*i;ADmr nnrM
speaker on all occasions, told, in type where the assured or some centage of the incendiary fires in- YOUR FAYORI1 E POEM
annual city report. If you are delinquent and do
imitably some of his parlor stories. other interested party expects or vestigated, and for the reason pre ■ I
loves insight
not wish your name in the city report, make ar
On the toastmaster’s left sat hopes to profit at the expense of the viously stated we expect that it
mher5 maj. Her brow adore
rangements to pay before Jan. 15.
Percy V. Keller, the Camden town Insurance company. The second is be most helpful in reducing this yet. more must 1. that therein see t&ra
more
manager, without whose presence no quite clearly explained by the title, type of fire.”
Than any other's eyes liave power to
Lien claims will be served Feb. 8 on all real
see:
public event in that town would be and it might be Interesting to know
She Is to me
estate on which the taxes for 1939 have not been
The complete success of the an More
considered a success.
Mr. Keller that there are no inconsiderable
than to any others she can be!
I can discern more secret note*
said he valued the badge which the number of this kind of fire, for it is niversary banquet brought many That In the margin o! her cheeks Love
paid in full.
quotes.
Department had presented to him not unusual for a person or persons congratulations to Chief Payson and
CARLO. NELSON,
as an honorary member, and cited to show their hate or their desire to the members of the Department, ^1 fJX'^oJSd*8 *“'* ,r“° rewl:
those lair eyes but to me wonder
Tax Collector.
one occasion when he had driven get even through these means. Tlie all . of whom worked diligently to I From breed.
3-4
make
It
a
success.
{
third is where a person sets a fire
Pie fire truck.

INVOLVES MOVIE CONCERNS

Important Civil Case Brought By Waldo The
atres Corporation Of Waldoboro
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The school has already begun to
focus its attention on the annual
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Kippy Kamival to be held at the
Dropping Off Of Foreign Rockland Teams Advance
I will fear no evil: for Thou art end of this term, Feb. 15 and 16.1
Imports Expected To Aid
Nominated
by
the
Student
Coun

In Percentage Column At
with me. Psalms 23: 4.
cil and voted upon by the entire1
Maine Fisheries
Expense Of Rockport

A Bright Spot

The Courier-Gazette

Basketball Battles

He Made Good

THE PLANT AT SOLON
One Reason Why Central Maine Has Earned

Winter Sports
Ski-Gull Club Is Instructing
Students — Tbe Sunday

Event?

More Money For Stockholders

With the admirable purpose of
Increased demand for Maines Rockport was no match for Rock
having the boys and gills of Rock
seafoods due to a “dropping off" land last night, the boys winning
land High School better versed in
of foreign imports because of the by the lopsided score of 52 to 21,
President Walter 8. Wyman's let- I hampered by low water on the prin the fundamentals of skiing and winEuropean War. is seen by Sea and ’ and the girls by 27 to 12.
ter to the stockeholders of tlie j cipal rivers from wliiclt it gets its ter sports in general when the next
Shore Fisheries Commissioner Ar-1 Rockland boys started oil with a
Central Maine Power Company ,x,wev
I school meet for winter sports is held,
By The Pupils
thur R Greenleaf as one of 1940's I bang, and at the end cf the first
makes Interesting and gratifying
The month of November, 1939
“bright spots” in the fishing in-; psriod had a lead of 10 points over
reading. Hints also at the ambi
A survey of graduates of this
was the biggest month which tlie
dustry.
| the boys from Goose River, At the
tious program ahead for the com- ,
school for tlie past five years has
“A greater demand and higher start of the second half, with Heal,
ing year. The message follows:
Company has ever had. It generbeen made by Principal Blaisdell.
prices fcr cur domestic products Butler and Cates popping them in
At a meeting held on Nov. 29. ated and purchased during Novemwith gratifying results. The object
have been felt to some degree tire ■ from any angle, it was just a ques1939. your directors performed what ber 52,830,790 kilowatt hours as
of this investigation is to ascertain
past few months.'' said Greenleaf, tion of how much Te score would
was to them the very pleasant task compared with 46.002,675 kilowatt
how well the courses now being off
who described 1939 as a "very ac be. Rockland was not at its best,
of voting to pay up in full the divi- hours in November 1938 and 35.498ered fit the needs of the graduates,
shewing chances for some improve
tive" year.
dends which were in arrears on j 104 kilowatt hours in November
and what new courses should be in
Greenleaf said one of the "most ment. But with Clarence Butler.
the preferred stocks of this com- 1#34
ns gross revenue for the
r?
troduced. Of the 450 graduates. 422
vital needs" for 1940 and subse Karolu Heal, and Cates, with Mike
pany The payment of these back
oj November 1939 was
have been accounted for: 40 in col
quent years was "a complete re- McConch'.e tn the bncu court, ana
dividends is something that the $07358] an Increase of 89C.298 over
lege. 19 at normal school, 1 at pre
vision" of regulations and laws , tne team clicking as a whole it
Elbert L. Starrett. who served in Management has earnestly striven ! November lfO8 and $163,939 over '
paratory school. 1 at Aviation Me
governing the clam industry.
. should make a team that would be Legislature the winter of 1939 as for and looked forward to for a long ■ November 1934. Its net income I
chanic School, 9 in nurses' training
He forecast a reorganization of i hard to beat on any court,
representative from the Warren, ] time. It gives me a great deal of after providing for full preferred
school. 76 girls are married, 4 boys
the warden force "in the interests; Roekpo.” had flash-. $ of look i^ Union, Washington. Rockport dis- j pleasure to know that the check stock dividends for November 1939 The Ski Gull Club is actively co
are in the Army or Navy, 4 in Coast
of greater efficiency, ’ and develop-1 very go’J oi” they ? .m t last long tra?. jg announcing his candidacy which goes to you with this letter, was $105 579, which was $29,387 operating with the Outing Club of
Geraldine Norton
Guard, 2 in Civil Service, and 7 in j
ment of salt water sports fishing enough to make ?n impression.
: on
Republican ticket in the includes not only your regular divt- more than in November 1938 and R.H.3. of which Miss Mary Lawry
the N.Y.A. and C.C.C. There are
on a larger scale
' With Irma Thompson piling up june primaries for a second term. dend. but also an amount equal to $105012 mere than in November is head.
Today, starting at 10 o'clock the
14 skilled laborers, 45 semi-skilled, student body were two students for
We will continue our work to 19 points, the Rockland girls had
starrett was member of the one full year's dividend on your i 1934
Oirls' Outing Club will receive in
72 unskilled laborers; 6 In the fish- each responsible position Geral- improve production of tire various little trobulc in overpowering Rock-! injall(j Flsh an(j oame committee stock, which is the amount in arOne of tlie important things struction at the Rockville Ski School
mg industry. 49 retail selling. 9 do- dine Norton, junior, was elected gen spccics by numerous conservation port, although the score was seme- ancf lhe county Estimates commit- iears Dec- 31which has this year enabled the
ing secretarial work. 13 bookkeepers, oral manager, and Pearl Leonard, and propagation methods, laying what close mpst of the way. Both tce duiing his term, and lus con11 was onl>'
much reluctance Company to earn enough money to with two members of the Ski Gull
and 18 doing miscellaneous work, senior, her assistant
particular stress on lobsters, clams teams showed plenty of what it takes scieutlcus work on those commit- ^at wc arrived at the couclu&ion pay y,c increase in taxes and at Club serving as instructors, gratis.
Miss Norton has participated in , and salmon - he
Rockland High shows a remarkable
and put on a show full of action
tecs was highly commended by his in September 1934 that only one the ?ornc time earn morc money for The session will end at noon.
Tomorrow should be a grand day
record, ln that only 33 were unem many activities, having been chair
Score of the boys' game:
associates. He has served his home ',a‘f
1110 dividend could be pru- j lts stockholders, has been the purMore than 70.000 seed lobsters
ployed when the survey was begun man of the freshman cooked food were purchased and liberated as a
Rockland (Stl
town in the past as a member of
°n Oct 1st of that year,
^d electrification of tire at the Snow Bowl with special mo
tion pictures to be taken by the
on Dec. 12, 1939 —Jessie Olds.
booth, pianist and librarian of the propagation measure the past year
O.
F.
the board of selectmen and ln 1935 After long consideration and dis water power at Solon This work
State Development and Publicity
Girls’ Glee Club, contestant in the _the largest ever handled by the Heal, rf __ _____ 7
cussion
of
the
affairs
of
the
Com

0
was carried to a point where the
, was tax collector He is a memThe school has been well remem Sophomore Prize Speaking Contest, i department in a single year.
Dept. experts co-operating with
year, Small, rf
1
2 ’ ber of St George Lodge A F, and pany, however, the Oct. 1st divi station was put into service about
Mrs. Foxwell of Camden. Figure
bered with calendars by J F. Greg and member of Student Council, orecnleaf reported.
,Ellh. If ..
dend
was
declared
on
that
basis.
August 1, 1939, and was completed
4 A. M. and of Ivy Chapter, Order of
ory Sons Co. McDougall-Ladd Co , Press Club, and basketball team
While tlie full dividend was earned shortly after Nov. 1, 1939. This skating, riding the toboggan chute,
"During the past summer," he Butler. If
6
12 [ the Eastern Star
Bryant A Stratton Commerical
ski-tow. the ski-patrol ln first aid,
Miss Leonard was elected toNa- ^d. "several hundred thousand Hamlin, c
......... 1
2'
- _______________ during the next two years, the plant will produce about 60.000.000
School. Burdett College, and Ban- tional Honor Society when a ju- > four-stage lobsters were produced j Harrington, c........ 1
money
was
used
to
make
much
kilowatt hours of low-cost power a novelty events and a circular slalom
2 half time found the boys from Knoxgor Maine School of Commerce.| nior, was business manager of Ju at our new lobster rearing station I,
nceded
additions
to
the
Company's
year
and combined with the non- will all be featured, the latter some
i McConchie. rg...... 0
0 ville still in the lead by three points.
The very large and beautiful cal- nior and Senior Class plays, man ' at Boothbay Harbor. These were1 Chapies. lg
....... 0
0 The second half ran wholly to the’ ^°?Crt?’ 11 Was not U"tu Janf
condensing steam turbine, which thing decidedly new. Ken Carroll,
endar from Oregon' s is entitled agcr of senior and junior high sub- releMed all along the Maine coast ' W'bich. lg...
4' satisfaction of the Camden fans 1M7' 0,41 Payment of th« ful1 was installed In Bucksport in 1536 the skiing clown will be on hand
"Peace for a Nation Oreat and scriptlon contest, librarian for twoTbe department co-operated with Cates, lg
... .......... 6
12 Wasgatt led in the scoring, with 13 i ajnount of lhe current dividend was and the additional head that was with his double-ended skis.
The professional instructor from
Strong” reproduced from an orig- years, and member of Press Club
Federal Bureau of Fisheries in
—
i made. At that time only half the obtained at Gulf Island in 1938 con—1 points.
Inal painting by C. D. Williams and Home Economics Club, and 3tu- the tugging of ground fish species j Totals -............. 26
l dividend had been paid for two and stUutes Ulc most effective step that the Waterville Skating Club will be
52'
Camden (33l
will be used as the subject of an dent Council.
to trace migration and feeding
Rockport illi
O.
F. pt5 a quarter years, so that the amount * lhc company has taken in the way on hand Sunday and is arranging
annual essay contest late in the
8 in arrears was equal to a full divi- ( of offsetting the ever advancing classes For details telephone 205,
• * • •
habits; conducted a clam survey;
Q.
Dearborn,
If
4
0
F
Pis
year.
12 dend for one and an eighth years. tax
and the cost Of constantly H. H Crie A Co., sporting goods
Dr. John Smith Lowe brought a set up a statistical division to • Richards, rf .......... 0
6
0
0
0 Wasgatt. rf
department. A certified instructor
4
July
1.
1939.
an
extra
dividend
was
growmg
government supervision.
2
Marriner, c
0
very fitting New Year’s message to gather figures on fish landings; Whittier, rf _____ 0
0
The Debating Club will have as Senior High at their Tuesday's as- laid the groundwork for establish-' Bums, If ___ ____ 3
q paid amounting to one half of a
of the Lake Placid Ski School has'
Aylward,
lg
0
0
As
you
have
already
been
told,
1
Its guest speaker next Tuesday. Mr. scmbly. on "How to Help You Get ment of a marine fisheries course 1 Andrews, c ........... 4
•j' regular quarterly dividend, thus the Company has an ambitious been contacted and arrangementsBoynton, lg
3
1
2 ! cutting the total amount in arrears construction program ahead of it are being made for full time in
Wheeler of the Maine Central Rail Yourself a Hit " As an example, he at theUniversity of Maine, and Cavanaugh, rg ...... 0
P
Dyer, rg ......
road Company who will talk on the used Leu Gehrig who has had such carried on experimental opera- Hare, rg................ o
down to one year's full dividend.
for the year 1940. including as it struction between Damariscotta and.
1
debate topic of government owner a spectacular career, because he got: lions to eliminate starfish from Turner, lg ______ 0
As a result of the dividend action does a 25,000 kilowatt unit to be in Belfast.
15
33
4
taken Nov 29 this Company is pay- stalled in the hydro electric plant
ship and operation of railroads — himself some singles, doubles, triples scallop beds.
Thomaston i24l
I Barrows, lg .......... 0
0
Ernest Dondis
Pts.
O
ing^ .odav to Jtspreferred^stock- at Bingham; a 15.000 kilowatt steam
In Oregon, mountain bee-keep
and home runs, and who, in spite
The 1939 production of all species, j
—
Suemola.
If
2
4
holders,
in
dividends.
$1,621,477.
development
at
Bucksport
and
ers have found electric fences very
of his physical handicap now, con- Greenleaf said, “held up about as' Totals _____ _
7
7
21
"Professor. How Could You!" by
Estes. If ________ 0
0 While the failure to receive fuli i about 40 miles of 110.000 roll trans- effective in keeping bears from rob
• • • •
tinues to get himself som^ hits in usual, with herring showing a deStaples, rf ....
2
Anne Coulter Martens, a Sergei
6 dividends from October 1M4 to misfiion Une whlch wiu compete bing the hives of honey
other walks of life.
cided increase over the previous' The score of the girls' game:
8 ! January 1937 was undoubtedly a the 110.000 volt loop serving the
Royalty Play, published by the
Miller, c ......
4
Rockland 127)
Dr. Lowe stressed the need of de- year."
H. Sawyer, lg
2
j hardship to many of our stock- most important portions of the
0
Dramatic Publishing Co. of Chicago
L
°P. Pts.
veloping "push." in spite of the
Verge, rg----O
has been chosen as the junior class
0
holders, yet the retention and use Cempany s territory. We believe
Thompson,
if
.........
9
1
19
common belief that only the per
D. Sawyer, rg
play, and will be coached by AUs4 of this money by the Company en- , that the completion of these items
jRich. rf ..........
l
0
son who has someone pulling for
ton E. Smith, sub-master. Fifty-1 abled it to accomplish a great which are to be finished before
Barlow, rf..........
3
0
him. has an opportunity to get to
10
24 j many things which it could not 'sept. j. 19W. will put the Company
seven juniors are out for stage and
LO
Hill,
c
.........
0
0
the top, and cited Abraham Lin
Referee Pellicani.
business positions, and recipients
i have done otherwise and which I in a position to handle a considerNorton, sc. rf........ 0
0
coln and Andrew Carnegie as hav
were essential to lte prosperity and | able additional volume of business
will be announced next week
Porter, lg .....
o
0
ing push, not pull.
well being and, consequently, should ' at a minimum cost.
CuccineWo, rg....... o
0
His account of how Joseph Pulit
An interesting movie, "On to
be greatly to the advantage of its j At the present time there is a
0
117-S-tf Gray, rg ............
0
zer established a fund for the col
stockholders in the future.
, great deal of evidence that the
Washington.” was shown Miss deFor a Limited Time Only
Smith,
rg
.............
0
0
lege education of beys from pov
Rochemonts freshman 6th period
Between
Oct.
1.
1934,
and
Nov.
30.
company's power load is going to inBohn, lg__ _____ o
0
erty stricken homes was particular
1939.
the
gross
investment
in
plant
crease
considerably in 1940 and that
civics class Wednesday.—Alice Dolj Packard, lg........... 0
0
ly interesting. A survey of these
by Central Maine Power Company there wiU be a use for these faciliham
boys in the last 25 years showed that » f ^ROCKLAND 7 miV-KuSl
• • • •
was $8,122,000. Although several ties.
additional load does not
Totals ....______ 13
1
27
.
.
, out of 259. only one was unemployed
substantial rale reductions were | appear
be confined to business
In a dramatization of "Should I
"
Kuckport
(12)
_
, ,,, ,
_
,, while over oO percent were receiving
Buy, Margaret Winslow, Russell
,
made during this period, the gross I stimulated by th<> European War
O.
F. Pts.
Kaler. Doris Weymouth. Walter
annual income of ever $5,000, and
They Are the Only Kind That Are
revenue of tlie Company showed an but a healthy growth in various
Daucett. rf _____ 2
0
4
Safe For Little Babies
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
Ouptlll. Eleanor Weed, and Donre^rtcd incomcs °f
increase as follows: Gross revenue * parts of the territory,
Marston, rf ......
2
and Grown-ups
0
. .
, ____ i figures. By these and other stateness
—
for
school
—
for
typewriter.
for
12
months
ended
Nov.
30.
1930,
aid Kalloch acted as salespersons
. _
.
They're the Only Kind That We
Pttts, rf ................. o
0
. ,
, , . i ments Dr. Lcwe showed plainlv
$7,287,969; gross revenue for 12
in their junior business training
1
Dispense
Annis, c .......
o
0
,
.. . week
v with
.... their class.
that
it takes
months ended October. 1, 1934,
Promptly, Expertly Done
classes
this
,
. push rather thaa
" pull
1
That's
Why
We've
Taylor,
sc
.............
o
0
, to get a hit. and get ahead,
$5941.860; increase, $1,346,103
Family Institution
mates as customers. The purpose)
At Reasonable Prices
FOR 566 SHEET PACKAGE
Carleton, rg ....
0
,
, . . ,
, ,, . I Jimmy Maulaison, as chairman,
Because of the additional faciliwas to show what facts should be
_ .
We Do Not Break Packages
•
...
.
, greeted his audience with a cheerv
Have the webbing tightened in Burns, rg ........
tjes added to the Company's prop
considered before purchasing, and
1
0
,.
. _.
, ., .
i Happy New Year, Everybody" and vour overstuffed suites — the Lane, lg ........
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
erty during this period, it has been
the customers proved “tough when . . 7
. _
Registered Druggist
needlepoint on chairs and foot Davia. lg
0
introduced
Dr.
Lcwe
and
Principal
able to handle the additional busi
it came to questions on quality, size.
..
stools. Have cushions repaired
RANKIN BLOCK, ROCKLAND
,
.. .....
. ,
,
Blaisdell. Mary Lamb had charge or made to your specifications—
ness which has come to it during
color, practicability, style, price.* . .
b
Totals ____ _ __ 5
2
, . _
.
cf devotions at the beginning of the
mattresses tufted — anything In
12
the last four months without dif
ROCKLAND, MAINE
manufacturer, and guarantee.
Y
Referee. Taylor
program, which was arranged by the, Upholstery line.
ficulty. in spite of being somewhat
• • • •
Charter No. 13734
Reserve District No. 1
Mrs.
Mathcfon
—
June
Chatto.
Drop
a
card
to
19
Birch
street.
At a short a.ssembly Thursday aft
Camden 33, Thomaston 34
Rockland, and I will rail at once.
Charter No. 1142.
Reserve District No. 1
ernoon, Mrs. Adah Roberts of the
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
The Megunticook quintet was giv
Over 30 girls have signed up to Estimates free.
American Legion Auxiliary told of
en
a
bad
scare
last
night
when
the
-OP THE—
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
take skiing lessons under two inthe lecture on “Finland. Key to the
Thomas J. Fleming
end of the first period found Thom
i structors at Rockville every Satur
—
OF
THE
Destiny of Europe.” illustrated by
19 BIRCH ST., ROCKLAND, ME. aston leading 8 to 1. Some recov
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
day morning from 9 to 11 oclock.
motion pictures in color, by Col.
ers made in the second quarter, but
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND
Edwin H. Cooper, and urged the co- lC8Ch
Vsine hls own
OF THOMASTON
"
Cries
Hardward
Store
will
furnish
In
the
State
of
Maine
at the Clone of Businew on December 39, 1939
operation of tlie students in the
1
In the State of Maine at the Close of Busineas on December 30. 1939 Published in response to call made by the Comptroller of the Currency
sale of tickets today. Pupils will transportation and Miss Lawry is
in charge of this new- activity.—
Under Section 521L U. S. Revised Statutes
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
be given a free pass, on selling 10
Statement of the Condition of the
Beverly Bowden
under Section 5211, U. S. Reviled Statutes
tickets. The program is given to
ASSETS
• • • •
aid the Finnish Relief fund. Mrs.
ASSETS
Loans and discounts .......................................................... ....... ........................... $803,733 20
What's this, a repeat on a cham
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed .......
722 849 82
txwas »nd dlsccunt,
.............................................................
$344,774 33
Roberts was accompanied by Mrs. pionship. we wonder? The Rock
Other bonds, notes and debentures .................................................................
254.808 75
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
553.175 00
uorporate
stocks.
Including
stock
of
Federal
Reserve
bank
__
____
9.100 00
Obligations of States and political subdivisions ...............................
Dinsmore —Elizabeth Marston
191.705 00
land Junior High team as green a:,
Cash,
an. balances with other banks. Including reaerve balance and
Other bonds, notes and debentures....... ...........................................
190.925 00
• • • •
cash
Items
In
process
of
collection
1,483.546
00
Corporate stocks. Including stock of Federal Reserve bank
their suits, Thursday night won
7.100 00
Bank premises owned ......................... ......
39.100 00
Cash, balances with other banks Including reserve balance and
’ The Girls Glee Club is rehearsing their first legaue game cf the sea
cash Items In process of collection ............................................
3A2.913 3$
Total Assets
$3,290,137 77 I
a new song. "Tlie Dream of Sum son to the score of 32 to 14 against
Rank premi es owned $13.000 00. furniture and fixtures $♦ 700 00
17.700 00
(Bank premises owned are subject to $none liens not assumed
mer,"—a right good one when the Rockport. Showing at times that
LIABIUTIE8
by
bank)
December 30, 1939
Resl estate owned other than bank premises . .
3,453 3$
thermometer is around zero!
Demand deposits of Individuals, partnc- hip-,, and corporations
$788,517 30
their
cctermination
was
greater
Time deposits of Individuals, partnership^, and corporations
1.908.996 40
• • • •
Tiial Assets --------------------------------- ---------- ------ - ------- - -------------- $1.SSI.746 07
Deposits of United States Government (Including postal savings) 140007 96
than their ability, the boys worked
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
74.878 09
Quarterly exams will be given the
LIABILITIES
hard in proving ‘heir superiority.
Deposits of banks
374 21
RESOURCES
Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations .
$238,096 98
18th week of school, which will be
>t her deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
Other
31 85
There were times when the team
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations ......... 1.O94.SO8 94
Total
Deposits
.....
_______...........
...................
......
.........
$2,911,305
81
week after next.
Deposits of United States Government (Including postal savings)
9.127 51
United States Government Securities $135,890.63
as a whole showed real class so that
Deposits of States and political subdivisions .........................................
42.159 58
8.480 47
Other liabilities ......
Other deposits (certified and cashier’s checks, etc.) ..............................
99.73
271,640.57
Other Bonds and Stocks,..................
Next week’s assembly will be a we nave an idea when the green
Total Deposits ................................................................... $1 383.992 71
$2,919,706
28
Total Liabilities
Other liabilities .
...................................................................................
2 423 10
422,445.91
Loans and Discounts..........................
Pitt Parker program, with Cliiem wears off a little, we 11 lind a real
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Total Liabilities ...................... ..................................................
133,744.68
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
»l .389.415 81
Fast Cloud. "Red Man of the Middle team ir. there fighting lor Rockland
Capital
capital Stock:
Junior II eh. Capt Fred Alien gave
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
West,” entertaining.
770,456.62
I125A00 00
Cash on hand and on deposit...........
Common Stock, total par $125,000 00...........
Capital stock
a very fine perforr.iarnc. sparking
177.010 00
Surplus ....................................... ...................
Class A preferred, total par $30 770 00. retlrahle
value $81.540 00
40,281.95
61.190 30
Bank Buildings....................................
Undivided profits .........................................................
(Rate of dividends on retlrablc value ls 3%)
Assisting Principal Blaisdell in the
10 181 19
Ri serves
. ................-............ ............... ...... ...............
Common stock, total par $100,000 00.....................................
$1.10.770 00
7,630.34
Furniture
and
Fixtures
.....................
'man
outdid
himself
at
times,
show

office this week were Maxine Perry
88.000 00
UnJliidcd profits
..................
.......................
Total Capital Accounts ............................................................. -................... $373,371 49 j
36.818 53
7,418.55
Other Assets.........................................
from the senior shorthand class and ing class.
Reserves (and retirement account for preferred stock) ......... '......
19,741 70
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
.............................. ...........$3,293,137 77
This win brings the league games
Total Capital Accounts
...............................................................................
275.330 23
Linne Rivers from office practice
MEMORANDA
Fine
class. Office boys from the junior won consecutively to 11.
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts ............................ ............... 1.661.746 07
$1,789,509.25
Pledged assets (book value):
MEMORANDA
business training classes were Fran record, we calls it! Coach Rossnagel
United States Government ohllcatlons. direct and guaranteed.
Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
was
real
tickled,
to
say
the
least.
pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities ............................. $151,896 88
cis Gardner, Linwood Harmon,
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed,
Other assets pledged to secure deposits snd other Usbllltles ............
24.010 00
pledged
to
eecure
deposits
and
other
liabilities
..............................
4.900
00
Richard Seaman. Franklin Call, Maybe he's got something there,
LIABILITIES
$178,306 88
Total
............
........................
...............
..................
...................
after
all.
Maybe
we
can
repeat
_
Charles Fernald. William Rokcs,
Total
....................... .................... ............................................................. ..
$4,900 00
Secured Liabilities:
Secured liabilities:
Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to requirements of
Capital Stock ...................................... $100,000.00
Raymond Kennedy, and Russell anyway, let’s go. Junior High!
Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to requirements
law
$151,111 80 ,
of law .......................................................................... ..........................................
$9,127 51
Kaler.
Surplus and Undivided Profits......
73,800.05
$151,111 80 '
Total
• • • •
HE BACKS FERNALD
Total .............. ...... . ......... ..... . ............................. . ...............
$9,127 51
5,243.60
Reserve for Interest and Taxes......
State of Maine, County of Knox, ti.
In Junior High assembly, Wed
State of Maine, County of Knox. ss.
I. Jos. Emery. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
37,525.20
Other
Reserves
....................................
John R. Willard, 84 years old. now
I. Harold F Dana, cashier of the above namod bank, do solemnly swear that
nesday morning. Alton Drinkwater
the above stakement ls true to ths best of my knowledge and belief.
the above statement la truo to the best of my knowledge and belief.
JO6. EMERY, Cashier.
Deposits
................................................
1,572330.40
of
Frankfort,
formerly
of
Presque
was leader, and the movie, "On to
HAROLD F. DANA. Cashier.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day of January. 1940.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 4th day of January, 1940.
Isle
once
driver
and
trainer
of
the
110.00
Other
Liabilities
.................................
D.
C.
Leach,
Notary Public.
Washington" was shown.
[Seal|
ALFRED M. STROUT, Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
• * • •
world famous John R. Braden was
Correct—Attest:
EDWARD F. OLOVER.
FRANK D. ELLIOT.
WRUB I. AYER.
Helen E. Mitchell entered the Ju one of the signers on Roy L. Fern•
LKVT SKAVET,
$1,789,509.25
UOMHR B ROBINSON.
R W WALSH,
nior class this week from Gardiner
Directors
Directors
3-H
- - -• frat,
ernor,
High School.
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At The High School
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We Buy and Sell

GOOD

USED CARS

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8/2x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Drugs Of Quality

UPHOLSTERING

Only 37c

RFADTHEADS

David L McCarty

The Courier-Gazette

KNOX COUNTY TRUST
COMPANY

THE TIMES Z

TALK OF THE TOWN

Broad Experience

Annis Is Chairman

John Guistin

And Knox County Is Being
Organized 100 Percent on
Infantile Paralysis Drive
Dr. Blake B. Annis of Rockland
has again accepted the position of
chairman for Knox county in the
infantile paralysis drive which will
be staged throughout the country
the last two weeks of this month. Dr.
Annis immediately started the work
cf organizing every community in
the county and expects to make this
100 percent county, not only in
organization but in results of the
drive, a fact that is very gratifying
to Hon. Paul A Dundas, state chair
man of the Polio drive.
Mrs. Simon Hamlin has accepted
the position of state vice chairman,
John Guistin, past commander of
Combining the desirable qualities
and others on the state committee Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W. and an
of business man and agriculturist
are Governor Lewis O. Barrows as official ,n th# stfttc
THE WEATHER
Ralph P. Conant has entered the
honorary chairman, Oalen F. Sweet died at his home on Front street
field as a candidate for the Repre
of
Waterville as state treasurer, F. yesterday, aged 44 years. He had
It warmed up enough last night sentative nomination on the Re
Harold Dubord, Dr. C. A. Clauson, been a patient ln tlie Togus veter
publican
ticket.
As
a
farmer
he
was
to befool us into the belief that
both of Waterville, Hon. Ralph O. ans' hospital for some months.
the cold spell was abating, but this formerly engaged extensively in Brewster of Dexter, Hon. Clyde H.
the dairy business, and is now large
morning's thermometer reading was
ly interested in poultry. As head Smith of Skowhegan and Fulton
SOUTH THOMASTON
only 10 above and the weather clerk at W. I. Ayer's clothing store Redman of Portland.
Chairman of other coastal coun
Mrs. Henry Wiggin is very ill at
broadcast said that a cold wave was he lias a wide acquaintance “on the
ties are: Sagadahoc, James Temple, her home here.
coming. Good hevings! What is street.” His prominence in the
Grange would aid him in Legisla Bath; Lincoln, Otis S. Page. Dam
George Kitteridge who spent
that which we have been having
tive duties, and add to his influ ariscotta; Waldo, George C. Thomp Christmas at hls home here has
the past 16 days? And where is
ence there. He is also prominent son. Belfast. With every county returned to Annapolis. Mr. and
that thaw which January is sup
member of the Littlefield Memorial fully organized this year splendid Mrs. Scott Kitteridge have returned
posed to provide?
results are being anticipated.
Church.
from a trip to Washingon and NewThis campaign, inaugurated six York.
Mrs. Flora Simmons is convales
Federal food will be distributed years ago, has already made much
Miss Helen Sleeper has returned
cing at Rest Haven.
Tuesday and Wednesday from the headway in the fight against infan to Bridgewater, Mass., after spend
tile paralysis and has succeeded In
City Store.
ing the holiday with her father and
Arts and Crafts Society meets
obtaining the efforts of the best
sister.
Monday night at the What Not
The house committee will serve minds in the medical profession in
Forget-me-not Chapter, OES
Shop.
supper Monday night in connec research efforts to locate and iso
elected as officers Monday: Worthy
late
the
organism
that
is
causing
tion with the Elks meeting.
matron, Mrs. Lotta Crowley; worthy
The fourth in a series of beano
this terrible disease.
parties wil lbe held at Odd Fellows
Ensign Otis, absent from the
Fifty percent of all money raised, patron, Gilford Butler; associate
hall Tuesday afternoon at 2.15.
street several weeks, on account of stays ln each county where under matron, Mrs. Isabel Jackson; asso
illness, is again attending to legal the direction of a local chapter of ciate patron. John Kirk; secretary, I
"Butch" Wooster is on hls way to affairs at his office.
the National Foundation for Infan Miss Susie Sleeper; treasurer, Mrs.
West Palm Beach, Fla., where he
tile Paralysis. Inc., it may be used Flora Baum conductor, Mrs. Arllne
will meet a Los Angeles boxer next
Barnard U. Adams, a former for benefit of sufferers of the disease Hopkins; associate conductor, Mrs.
Friday.
Rockland man, died last Saturday and as an emergency fund in case Ruby Makinen; warder, Miss Louise
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. of an epidemic. The other 50 per Butler; chaplain, Charles Watts;
The Jones property, corner of George Holmes in Kingston, Mass
cent goes to the National Founda sentinel, William Clement; Adah,
Main street and Talbot avenue, has
Mrs. Mabel Wiley; Ruth, Mrs. Della
Huntley-Hill Post V.F.W. is oc tion and is used for scientific re Robinson; Esther, Mrs. Eva Sleeper;
been sold to the Maratime Oil Co.,
distributors for Blue Sunoco gaso cupying its new building (formerly search, epidemic control, education Martha, Mrs. Margaret Gilchrist;
line who plan to make distinctive Galilee Temple) on Water street, and treatment and care of the after Elector. Mrs. Grace Kirk; marshal,
effects of the disease.
improvements in the near future.
and making plans for a benefit
Mrs. Elizabeth Babb; pianist, Mrs
Last year, 44 grants to hospitals,
dance later this month.
Ella Watts.
laboratories and medical schools,
Carlton bridge receipts for the
Jack Mitchell is confined to the
The Pilgrim Homemakers will set the ball rolling and additional
year 1939 exceeded those of 1938 by
house with an injured knee.
grants
this
year
enable
trained
meet
in
the
vestry
of
the
Congre

$2,672, in spite of the fact that 1,565
• • • •
fewer cars at 50 cents each crossed gational Church Tuesday night tor workers to continue their efforts to
Grange
Officers
Installed
the structure. There were 5,612 more a program including supper, dis isolate the cause of the disease. Also
Wessawcskeag
Grange
held its in
severe epidemics in several states
pasiuugers at a nickel each who cussion period, and social games
•
stallation of officers Wednesday
made
national
assistance
necessary.
crossed the bridge and passenger,
The Admontum avenue home of To keep this great work going, ef State Overseer, Carroll Beam of
car and truck books showed a gain.
Mrs. Mattie Roberts was damaged forts to raise funds throughout the Charleston was installing officer and
Mrs. Bean, State Pomona, acted as
The equipment, good will and in by fire yesterday morning to the country must be redoubled and
marshal. Regalia bearer was Mrs.
extent
of
$700.
Much
furniture
was
every
community
given
an
oppor

terests of Creamer's Service, for
Ruth Dunham, and Mrs. Fitz was
saved
in
spite
of
the
great
start
tunity to do jts share.
merly C. F. Smith of Camden,
emblem bearer. Mrs. Marion Colby
gained
by
the
flames
which
started
Knox
County,
as
organized
by
range and fuel oil dealers serving
the chairman, Dr. Annis, to date in played the march and Miss Estelle
Thomaston, St. George, Warren, around a stove pipe.
cludes the following local chairman: Jackson and Miss Elsie Norton sang
Union, Rockport, Camden and
Tonight is the night of the first Raymond C. Perry, Rockland; Mrs several numbers during the cere
neighboring towns has been bought half of a 20-string match for Knox
mony. Mrs. Henriette Kittredge
by A. C. McLoon & Co. of Rockland. County championship among the Bernice Sleeper. Scuth Thomaston;
sang "The Task’’.
O.
V.
Drew,
Vinalhaven;
Herman
A first e'ass service will bo extend bowlers, between Phil Grover of
These officers were installed:
W.
Crockett,
North
Haven;
Mrs
ed to all customers, o.d and new. Camden and Winfield Chatto, at
Master,
Earle Rackliff; overseer,
In Rockland the telephone call is the Community building alleys. Myra R. Scammon, Owls Head; Dr
William Nuppla; lecturer, Mrs. A. F.
E.
R.
Biggers.
Thomaston;
Mrs.
51, til Rockport and Camden 519 The second half will take place
Sleeper; chaplain. Miss Marjorie
or 2385. St. Oeorge, Teaurts Harbor next Saturday night, at the Star Edna Moore, Warren; J. H. Hobbs,
Wiggin; secretary. Scott Rackliff;
ana War.en routes will be naudied Alleys. Go early, if you want a good Camden; A. E. Ames, Union; May
treasurer, Mrs. J. T. Baum; assis
nard
M.
Brown,
Appleton,
Burkettas usual.
seat.
tant
steward. Ralph Tyler; lady as
ville; Tom Winston, South Hope;
sistant
steward, Miss Margaret Rob
Growing plants and vegetables
Charles G. Hewett, Maine Na William E. Bramhall, Friendship.
bins; gate keeper, Richard Brown;
Cushing;
C.
M.
Honeywell,
St.
without soil was described to the tional Youth Administration chief,
Ceres. Miss Louise Butler; Pomona,
Rockland Rotary Club yesterday in and Harry Gilson, director of the George, Port Clyde; Mrs. Helen
Mrs. LeRoy Wiggin; Flora, Mrs.
Wentworth.
Hope.
a fascinating talk by Joseph Top Quoddy Work Experience School,
Last year, with 14 communities Elizabeth Babb.
ping, teacher of chemistry in Rock have been in Washington for a dis
At the conclusion cf the ceremon
land High School. Mr. Topping de cussion of N.Y.A. business ln Maine organized in Knox County, the total
ies there were remarks by the re
gross
receipts
were
$682
89
scribed the experiments which have Including details of getting the newtiring master, Scott Rackliffo anti
been conducted by the pupils, and class of 500 boys into Quoddy Jan.
Decidedly different are the fea Mr. Bean, also a short program con
told how one grower raised $12,000 15 and the proposed airport at
ture
pictures at Strand Theatre sisting of recitation by Mrs. Ma
worth of tomatoes on one acre with Quoddy.
the coming week. Sunday, Monday rlon Colby and piano solo by Miss
out soil. President John Smith Lowe
and
Tuesday. "Gulliver's Travels," a Margaret Robbins, after which re
Rockland Lodge, PAM. has elect
announced that attendance for the
freshments were served.
month of December was 96 38 per ed these officers: W. M , Robert color cartoon feature; Wednesday
Since meetings re-opened in
cent. which puts the Rockland club Stevens; S. W„ George Hamlin; J. and Thursday, Robert Montgomery
September. 11 new members have
W„
Gerald
McPhee;
treasurer,
Jesse
and
Reginald
Owen
in
"Earl
of
ln the lead for the district. A. F.
been initiated and many others
Green of Camden was a visiting Ro E. Bradstrect; secretary, I. Lawton Chicago"; Friday and Saturday,
reinstated.
A successful contest has
Bray;
6.
D.
Edgar
M.
McBrine;
J.
"Destiny Rides Again", with Mar
tarlan and John Creighton of
recently ended after six programs
W
.
Van
E.
Russell.
The
new
offi

lene
Dcitrlch
and
James
Stewart.
Auburnham, Mass., was a guest.
were given by the contesting groups.
cers and appointed officers will be Ought to please you.
The winners were served ice cream
installed
Feb.
6,
by
Ralph
Stahl.
I would like to swap several let
In our 1-3 Off Sale you will find and cake and the losers, doughnuts
ters ln the “Swap for Cash" contest D.D.O.M
and coffee.
a large assortment of gifts for your
for an S. F. or H. Semac Semac.
Among the interesting programs
BORN
bridge
prizes
on
our
25c,
37c
and
147*149
Wooster—At Rockland, Jan 3. to Mr 50c tables. Gonia's, Rockland.—adv. to be presented in the near future
and Mrs. Carl Wooster, a son. Dana
are: Indian Loore by Black Feet
Beano party at I O OF. hall Tues Leroy
Lawrence At Knox Hospital Dee 28
Indians; a moving picture of Africa
day afternoon, Jan. 9.—adv.
3-lt to Mr. and Mrs Edward M Lawrence,'
D.U.V. beano Monday night ln
which
cost $250,000 to produce; a
2d, a son—Arthur Neal
GAR. hall. All welcome.—adv.
musical play, "A Rural Wooing";
MARRIED
“Laughing Girl"—the smashing Maine Night with Commissioner of
Thorndike-Stone—At Camden, Jan 5,
Ralph C. Thorndike and Sarah Stone new novel by Oeorge Worts about Agriculture Washburn as speaker,
both of Thomaston .ay Gilbert Har 1940's daring heroine, Sandra.
A with pictures; Neighbors Night
mon. N. P
story of love and romance that moves when five neighboring Granges will
across a midnight desert with a sin furnish the program. None of these
DIED
Gutsten—At Rockland. Jan. 5. John ister setting of murder. Begin it ln will bo open session.
A. Guistin. aged 41 years. 8 months.
And Every Saturday
28 days. Funeral Monday at 9 o clock the American Weekly Magazine with
from at. Bernard’s Church.
the Jan. 7th Boston Sunday Adver
Happiness reigns in the house
Thereafter
Wiggin—At South Thomaston, Jan. 6.
tiser."—adv.
3*lt holds of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin I.
Elizabeth A Wiggin. aged 75 years,
months, 1 day Funeral Tuesday at
Burrows and Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
GLEN COVE
o'clock from Russell funeral home.
Benner — At Waldoboro, Jan. 4,
Lawrence, by virtue of the fact that
GRANGE HALL
Thomas P Benner, aged 83 years. Fu
they are now great grandparents
neral Tuesday at 1 o'clock from resi
2-6
dence.
The newcomer arrived last Thurs
day, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
CARB OF APPRECIATION
ward Lawrence. And in passing
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation to all my friends for the many
arcund
the "Orats" don't forget that
cards, gifts, and the basket of fruit
sent me. They gave me a great deal
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence arc
of pleasure.
grandparents.
Mrs. Pauline Foster

Jan. 7-14—Warren—Week of prayer ln
the churches.
Jan 18—Oamden—Chamber of Com
merce tjanquet and ladles' night at
Masonic hall.
Jan 18-Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League.
Jan 19-20—First annual exhibit of
the Knox County Camera Club.
Jan. 21-Feh 4—Evangelistic services
by the Bonney Workers at the First
Baptist Church.
..
.
Jan
24—Membership meeting
of
Knox County Fish and Game Associa
tion in the Congregational vestry,
Thomaston.
Jan 25—Camden—Concert by High
School band and orchestra at Opera
House.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 5—City Government meeting.
Feb 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 15-16 Junior class play, "Pro
fessor. How Could You "
Feb
15-18—Rockland High School
Kippy Karnlval.
Feb. 16-18—Camden—Outing Club s
annual winter carnival at the Snow
Bowl
________________

DANCE

Saturday, Jan. 13

SnlL.

BURPEE'S

Fairfield.

TELEPHONES
781-1 or 781-11

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tt

Epiphany: Holy Eucharist and ser- '
days .that the mountain of the
mon at 10.30; Church School at 9.30. Lord's house shall be established in
All other services will be omitted.
the top of the mountains, and shall
• • • •
be exalted above the hills; and all
Church,
nations shall flow unto It. And
At the Congregational
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, minister pub many people shall go and say, Come
lic worship and church school com ye, and let us go to the mountain
bined service will be 50.30 a. m. ser of the Lord, to the house of the
nlng service will open at 7.15 with
mon theme by Mr. O.ds "Soul God of Jacob; and he will teach
SERMONETTE
the prelude and big sing assisted by j
contlnulng the ECrlcs of
us of his ways, and we will walk
the instruments. Tlie choir will sing mens on the parables of Jesus. ' In his raths' fcr cut of Zion shall
Beauty in Churches
at both of the services. Mr. Mac- I Comrades of the Way will meet ln go forth the law. and the word of
Some years ago I stood in one Donald's subject will be “The Shep- !
the vestry at 6.30 p. m„ with the the Lord from Jerusalem" (Isaiah 2:
of the great Catholic churches of herds Lessons.” Let us begin the ;
program Including a Christian Life 2-3).
Canada. The pastor of that New Year right and go to church.
discussion led by Perry Howard.
church explained to me the im
1)R. MAITLAND ALEXANDER
• • • •
mense value of the paintings
"The Messenger and His Message"
hanging there.
I was truly | will be the sermon topic by Rev.
"God" ls the subject of the Les
Dr. Maitland Alexander, summer
amazed and he saw it. "Son, Charles A. Marstaller at the Little son-Sermon that will be read in
wculd you like to know the field Memorial Church Sunday all Churches of Christ, Scientist, resident of Dark Harbor and owner
Catholic viewpoint? Nothing is morning at 10.30. There will be a throughout the world, on Jan. 7. of a summer cottage at Coleman
too good for God.”
solo by Walter Griffin. The Church The Golden Text is: “Ye shall know Pond, Lincolnville, died Wednesday
God mad? a beautiful world. School meets at 1145; the Junior that I am in the midst of Israel, night ln Pittsburg. He is survived
It was beautiful when there was C. E. at 6 and the Senior C. E. at and that I am the Lord your God, by hls wife, three sons, a daughter
no humanity to see if, and were 6. Praise service and sermon ft and none else’ (Joel 2; 27). The and four grandchildren.
it uninhabited, flowers would 7.15, the topic being "The Prayers of Lesson-Sermon includes the fol
bloom, tides would serve, trees God's People." There will be spe lowing citations from the Bible: ' China is establishing “back door"
clothe themselves in verdure, cial music. Tlie communion will be “And it shall come to pass in the trade routes to other countries.
birds of brilliant colors would observed at the close of the service.
sing, sunsets would tint the Tlie Week of Prayer will be ob
mountain peaks even though no served with meetings Tuesday,
human eyes were there to ap Wednesday and Thursday evenings
preciate and exclaim.
at 7.30,
• • • •
It is well for us to go into other
communions and see their idea
Sunday services at the Methodist
of the beauty of holiness. In
Church will be: 9,30 Men's Bible
Auburn the Elm Street Univer Class; 12, Baraca Class and Sun
salist Churcls is a beautiful brick day School; 6.00, Young People's
structure, a credit to any com Meeting; 10.30 morning worship
munity. Their good people have with the solos, "The Lord's Prayer,"
ONE OR TWO-PIECE
been redecorating the auditor Hoffmeister and "Tlie Tabernacle
ium. On either side of the altar of God is with Men," Mitchell. Holy
BEAUTIFULLY
Harry Cochrane of Winthrop Communion will be observed. From
has just painted two beautiful 7 to 8, evening worship with gospel
DRY CLEANSED
panels — "The Creation" and song service and brief address by
CAREFULLY
"When the Morning Stars Sang pastor, on "Kings that are Un
Together".
wanted."
PRESSED
• • • •
They are daring conceptions.
At first when I saw two events
At the Universalist Church 10.45
LOW PRICES ON OTHER GARMENTS
depicted, associated with em a. m. Dr. Lowe will preach on the
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
blems of the Christian Church subject, "Faith and th« Courageous
not born until millions of years Life." Church School in the ves
later, I thought. "What an an try at noon. Mrs. Glover's Class
achronism," but reflection told
for women will meet for the first
me the artist was prophetically time at her residence after the
associating those remote events morning service. Dr. Lowe's class
Neatly Laundered
with the great event toward ! for men will meet at the same hour
which all creation moved. Chris at the church to begin the study of
tians in that congregation will feature magazine articles, the first
draw nearer to God, because of one being "Labor and National
these pictures.
Unity," by William Hard.
Kin
When sent with flat work bundle
■—William A. Holman
dergarten for small children in the
vestry during the service of wor
at 7c Lb.
"Rockland's Greatest Need" will be ship. Mis. Esther Rogers in charge.
the subject of the sermon at the Young People's Christian Union
meeting in the church parlor. Rev.
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
Corwin Olds will be the speaker.
morning at 10.30. The church school
• • • •
17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL.
TEL.
with classes for all ages will meet
At St. Peter's C*'"reh (Episcopal)
170
170
at noon. The Senior C. E. meeting tlie services for tomorrow will be
will open at 6.15. Tlie people s eve- appropriate for the Sunday after

(HU
R(H
ESB
'.TTTTgy mmwff

SPECIAL
NEXT WEEK

DRESSES

LAUNDRY SPECIAL

SHIRTS

only 10c each

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

NOTICE
A. C. McLOON & CO.
HAVE BOUGHT OUT the Inter
ests, Equipment and Good Will
—OF—

Creamer’s Service
(Formerly C. F. Smith, Camden)

RANGE AND FUEL OIL DEALERS SERVING
THOMASTON, ST. GEORGE, TENANT’S HARBOR, WARREN, UNION, ROCKLAND, ROCK
PORT, CAMDEN AND NEIGHBORING TOWNS
ASSURING OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS THE BEST OF SERVICE AND QUALITY, WE EARN
ESTLY SOLICIT YOUR CONTINUED PATRONAGE

In Rockland Phone 51; Thomaston 178 or 131; Camden and Rockport 519 or 2385;

St. George, Tenant’s Harbor and Warren; Regular Routes As Usual
ASK FOR ROGERS SILVERWARE COUPONS

A. C. McLOON & CO., Rockland

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
390,

Page fhree
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Every-Other-Day

•

BUM^
wMT-aas

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

SELLkhxA

9 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

WAMTADS

98-tf

24 HOUR SERVICE

Every-Other-Daf
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to February. Mi's. Barbara Russell
SEARSMONT
i was admitted to membership.
Baptist Church Notes
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pitcher
At the evening meeting the Wal
December Egg Production
•'Happy New Year" will be the
ftftftft
ft'ft ft ft
doboro Woman's Club presented a of Lincolnville visited Mrs. Pitcher's
theme of Pastor Smith's sermon
delightful
exchange
program,
which
j
brothers
Burton
and
Charles
Hunt,
ALENA L STARRETT
Had High Record-Spring
MRS. LOUISE MTTJJRH
Sunday morning at 10.30. The adult
2
5
3
b 7
4
Correspondent
j included these numbers: Piano solo, recently.
1
Correspondent
Hatchings To Be Fewer
■C
choir will sing the anthem "By Riv
ftftftft
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Harriman
"Fur Elise," by Miss Maxine Mears;
ft ft ft ft
10
ers of Waters," by W. C. Martin.
9
A record high egg production
sketch, "Margrett of Knox," written and family spent last weekend with
Tel 40
Tel. arr
Bible Classes will meet immedi
from theLife of General Henry relatives in Massachusetts.
both in total volume and per hen
ii
12 13
ately following the worship service,
Miss Bertha D. Teague is spend- Knox by Mrs. Maude Clark Gay,
Mrs Mildred Hemenway and sons is shown by the December poultry
Miss Lois Hilton is visiting her to which all are invited for the
ing the winter at Coral Oables, Fla., ‘the parts in costume taken by Mrs. Oardiner and Drummond and Mr j and
iL
production report of the
i 17
19 26
brother Richard Hilton in Pall study of the new International Sun
18
14 15
as the companion of Mrs. I. E. 1S H. Weston and Mrs. M. Louise and Mrs. Ernest Townsend were1
River, Mass.
day School series.
United States Agricultural Market
Archibald of Thomaston.
Miller; vocal solos Miss Mears, her recent visito-s in Oakland.
22
23 i 24
21
Charles Rowe. Jr„ and Guy AbBeginning Sunday night the pas
ing Service.
The exceptionally
Mrs. C. E. Overlock was overnight accompanist. Mrs. Dana H. Smith.
Wilbur
Colson,
teacher
of
the
botoni of Boston are spending the tor will devote the evening services
26
Sunday in Portland of her sister , Mrs. Isabel Labe, president of the grammar school is spending a va favorable weather of late Novem
27
2b
25
of the Happy Hour of Music and
weekend here.
Mrs. William Morrison.
i guest cl4b announced the numbers. cation with relatives in Winterport. ber was no doubt a factor con
82
Mrs Lawrence Weston enter Message to sermons of a “Christian
ii
Mrs. Dana Smith and Miss Lillian Owting to ** guesls W“ tPnd‘
29 36
These pupils of the primary school tributing to the record high rate
tained a group of friends at supper Life" series. The opening message
ered by Mrs Grace Simmons, presiRussell entertained At a supper
53
34
Thursday in honor of the birthday topic will be "Christian Birth." The
t dent of the hostess club, who quot- were neither absent nor tardy dur of Dec. 1 egg production in addi
party at their home Saturday. Mr
ing the fall term, which closed Dec. tion to the gradual improvement in
first
half-hour
will
consist
of
a
of Mr Weston. Those present were
ed a New Years poem.
and Mrs Willis Vinal. Mr and Mrs
35 3b
36 39
22: Joyce Hill, George Parker, Billy
j7
90 41 42
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston, Mr. hearty song-service of congrega
the laying capacity of the average
Light refreshments were served
Sidney Wyllie, Mrs William Bar
Warner,
Frances
Gelo,
Lawrence
tional
singing,
assisted
by
the
young
sw
and Mrs. Ellard Mank, Mr. and Mrs.
under the -direction of Mrs. Arthur
34 if 45
4b
Harrriman, Jr., Joan Harriman, hen and in the methods of handling
43
James Wood and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis | people's choir and the musical in- rett, Mrs. E B. Clark and Mrs. Flor
Starrett. Miss M. Grace Walker,
ence
Oardiner
of
Thomaston.
Other
and feeding laying flocks. Also
Carl
Howard,
Lillian
Howard,
Rich

struments.
Burns.
50
guests invited but unable to attend Mrs. E B. C^ark. Mrs. Lowell Moody, ard Nutter, Robert Nutter.
46 i 4T
47
the exceptionally large proportion
Miss Dorothy Creamer, R. N. of
vre Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dana and Mrs. Laura Starrett, assisted by
Miss Elizabeth Hills has been of pullets on hand this fall, with
CLARK ISLAND
Portland is caring for her mother,
and Miss Mary MacPhail of Thom Mrs Robert Walker. Mrs. William
53
51
52
MRS MAURICE JONES
spending part of a vacation as out any material gain in total lay
Barrett,
Mrs.
Wilder
Moore.
Mrs.
Mrs. Milton Creamer who is ill,
aston,
and
William
McNamara
of
Correspondent
teacher in the public schools of
54
55
ers. makes it probable that the lay
Mr and Mrs Samuel Stahl leave
Cushing. The party was planned Ethel Orlffin. Mrs Sidney Wyllie,
Oakland
with Mrs. Frank W. Bry ing flocks now contain a higher
and
Mrs.
Fred
Mathews.
The
cen

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Caven had originally for “Hobby House," the
today for Naples, Fla., where they
57
5b
as recent guests Mr. and Mrs. Wil- I cottage of Miss Russell at West ter-piece for the table service, con ant.
proportion of pullets than last year.
will spend the winter.
sisting of a lighted diminutive vil
Miss Frances Mayhew, who is
liam
Caven
and
family,
Mr.
and
;
warren,
which
she
recently
bought.
Reports
from
68
commercial
Miss Florence Orff has returned
Mrs. James Caven ar.d family and i
Rerce Qf
spent lage in a snow scene, was loaned by spending the winter in Belfast with hatcheries, located in the States
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
from a visit with friends in Port
HORIZONTAL
the club by Mrs Silas A. Watts.
Mrs. Marcia Lothrop. called at her along the Atlantic Seaboard and in
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Hart.
wwlt wUh his famlly here
15- Born
1-Discount
43-Armed enclosure
land.
• • • •
home here recently and was dinner certain Midwestern States where
45- Wild animal
16- Scene of Shake
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Swanson , Miss
RusseU returned
S-Ran away and
Thomaston High School basket were home for the holidays and , Monday tQ Cambridge Mass
46- Foreign quarter of
speare's Hamlet
married
guest at the home of Eben Cobb. the production of fall and early win
Will Supervise Suppers
119-Places In action
9-Dip into water, aa a
ball teams defeated Waldoboro High have returned to Worcester. Mass. I Miss Lucy Teague wh0 passed
Constantinople
These housekeepers have been At a special meeting of Rosewood ter broilers is an important indus
j20-Prefix. Asunder
47- Liberated
bird
teams in a game played Wednesday Mrs. Swanson's father. Robert Pier- • holidays with Mr and Mrs
l22-Endured
49- Egyptian god
chosen by the Congregational Chapter. O ES. Dec. 27. the degrees try. show a hatch one per cent 10- Knock
In Thomaston.
|23-Repast
son, accompanied them as far as C. Teague returned Monday to Ladies Circle for supervision of were conferred upon Mrs Viola E. larger for October than the record 11- Having a beard-like 50- Foundations
25-Viaible watery vapor
appendage
51- Opposed
Members of the Damariscotta- Damariscotta.
Cranford. N J.
public suppers for the coining year; Cushman, George F Skinner, and I high catch of October, 1938 In 14-Unauitable
|27-Observes
54- A rodent
Newcastle Woman's Club will preA surprise birthday party was
30-Prefix. Backward
Mrs. Susie Philbrook has returned
55- Pronoun
Jan. II. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Raymond J Robinson. A group of, New England, a marked decrease ,7-Jumbled type
sent an exchange program at the ghen recently by Mrs Victor t0 ,he home of
and
32-A highway (abbr.)
56- Alludes
members of Harbor Light Chapter j of 29 percent compared with a year 18-To gnaw away
Mrs.
Laura
Starrett,
Mrs.
Flora
35- An unimportant
meeting Tuesday afternoon of the Blomberg for her daughter Mrs.
21- Pereeived by touch 57- Power exerted
Philbrook after visiting Mr and Peabody. and Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. of Rockport were special guests of earlier was reported, whereas in , 22- Debark
event
local Woman's Club. Hostesses will Mary Carlson. The guests were Mrs. Kenneth Thompson in Friend
36- June-bug
VERTICAL
Peb. 8. Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. the evening. Supper was served j the Middle Western States there j 24- Sacred bull of Egypt
be Mrs. Rase Weston, Mrs. Ethel Hjalma Carlson, Carl Carlson, Miss ship for several weeks.
38- Combining form. Air
under the direction of Mrs. Harriet was an increase of 32 per cent. The ! 25- Affirmative reply
Alice Mathews, Mrs. Mary HalliLudwig and Mrs. Verna Scofield.
Selma Blomberg, Miss Vera Blom
39- Oceans
1-To be divided
E. Knight.
I difference between these two areas! 26- An insect
Mrs. Mildred Gray has employgan. Mrs. Catherine Moody; March
41- Anger
28- Superlative suffix
2- Make suitable
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay has been berg and Miss Alice Carlson. A ment for the winter in Rockport.
Mrs Harold J. Burgess and lnay ** explained in part by the j 29- Part of the eye
42- A pie
3- Small pastry
14, Mrs. Nettie Jameson. Mrs. Ab
birthday cake and ice cream were
a recent Portland visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody and
44-Earth (Fr.)
4- Prefix. Upon
daughter Joan of Belfast were re- rli* in food prices earlier in the 31-Contiguous
bie
Newbert.
Mrs.
E.
Belle
Walker,
46-Priest’s title (Sp.)
5- Period of time
Bird home
The Susannah Wesley Society served. Mrs. Carlson received a family, and Mr. and Mrs. Parker Mrs. L. Clark French and Miss M. cent callers at the home of Mrs. i 5aH an<i tbe 5act
most : 3343- Bearing a high price
6- Tardy
flowing
will meet Thursday afternoon withj''^*1*
McKellar and son Robert were reFrancella Moody and Mrs. Colby'New England producers purchase 34- River
50-Existed
through Leningrad 7- Muaical drama
Miss Margaret Rogers has em- cent visiWrs <t
and Mrg S;d_ . Grace Walker; April 11. Mrs. Hda
Mrs. Dora Yorke.
shipped-in feed whereas most 35- Trouble
52-Citv highways <$
8- Hate
Howard.
!
Russell.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Munsey,
A well attended meeting of the j
(abbr.)
I ney Wyllie's.
12- Extend over
I Mrs. Julia Watts. Mrs. Grace Mr and Mrs William Warner and Middle Western producers have 37-Tormenta
Mr. and Mrs. James Caven mo13- Color slightly
53- Definite article
40-End
Mrs. Harold Overlock was recent
Lincoln County Fish and Game As
abundant available supplies of
tored to Portland recently on busi- guest of h„ parenu M- and Mrs Campbell. Mrs. Katie Starrett and family who recently sold their home
(Answer To Previous Puzzle!
sociation was held Friday night in
in the village have moved to the !oca11' "grown feed
Mrs. Mary Moore.
ness
Leigh
Miller
in
Lincolnville
APPLETON MILLS
the Assessors' office. Perry Greene
Because of the expected less |
May 9. Mrs Willis Vinal, Mrs Edna Charles F. Cushman farm.
Mrs. Maurice Jones has been con
Special music for the union serv
favorable feed-egg ration, hatch- I
-------guide and author and Blaine Davis
fined to her home for two weeks ice Sunday night at the Congre White. Mrs. Jessie Walker. Mrs. Ade
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. ings in the spring of 1940 are exAlbert Sherman has returned from
the game warden for this district
with a severe cold.
gational Church will include a vo laide Norwood. Mrs. Pearl Ordway, J W. Levenseller were Mr. and Mrs. pected to be somewhat smaller Knox Hospital where he was a pawere guest speakers.
Miss Catheryn Caven has employ cal selection by Miss Allison Stack- and Mrs. James MacDougall; June Harold Allenwood of Camden, Mr.
SI
than the large hatch of 1939. Since |tieRt tllP 5,851 week
The Parent-Teacher Association
ment in Waldoboro.
13, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. and Mrs. Pearl Grady and daughter
ai
house,
who
will
play
her
own
ac

Mrs.
Julia
Currier
is
ill.
met Thursday night at the South
Walter Webel has entered the companiment on her auto-harp, the Ruby Kalloch. Mrs. Olive Peabody, Ruth of Belfast and Mrs. Flora 1925. a 3-year cycle in chicken
01
Mrs. Ella Perry has returned home
Waldoboro church.
Rev. Victor C.C.C. camp at Alfred.
inumbers has been evident. Pro
Mrs Lillian Mathews. Mrs. Mildred Hunt.
I
vocal
duct
"God
is
Love"
(Abt)
after
spending
several
weeks
at
Mrs.
Osborne of Friendship and Miss
duction has been expanding for
IQDB
Miss Dorothy Jackson entertained which wU1
sung by
Sidnev Berry and Mrs. Oertrude Hahn;
Mrs. Willard Morse. Jr., of BelEsther Dunham, home demonstra
, _, ,
the past two vears. so if this cycle Jennie Waterman’s at the village.
aan
Thursday night her classmates. Wyllie and Chester Wyllie. The or- i JW
Mrs Nancy Clark. Mrs. mont recently visited Mrs. Etta Mar- .
.
.
.
,
„
,
Mrs. Amy Esancy is ill.
tion for the Farm Bureau were the
is continued, hatchings will be
saa
Harriett Johnson, Frances Caven,chest ra will also play several selec— ' AbbieNewbert, Mrs. Catherine
riner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennett of
speakers. Miss Helene Winterson and Arlene Morrison. Games were
smaller in 1940 than in 1939.
nn
tions
I Moody.
Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs.
Camden were recent callers on her
Charles Wentworth is visiting at
gave a reading and recitations and
I
13
played and refreshments were: Mrs. George Newbert hasbeen ill.! Anna
Starrett, Mrs. Flora Mc- the home of his nephew, Merrill
mother. Mrs. Adella Gushee. Mrs
songs were given by the school served.
las
A:f7:E:
GROSS NECK
Mr and Mrs Waiter
have I Kellar. Mrs. Oertrude Starrett and W Butler in North Vassalboro.
Gushee had as recent dinner guests
children. Refreshments were served
• s • •
Mrs Jeanette Steele and daugh— returned to Norridgewock after a Miss Rosa Spear; July 25. Mrs.
her son Almond, and grandchildren.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
K
Win

at the close of the meeting.
ter, Eliza Steele were recent guests vacation spent with Mr and Mrs Laura Starrett. Mrs. Alzada SimPaul, Marion Griffin. Alice Jean and
School Program of Interest
Dorothy and Raymond.
Mrs. Olive Crowell was hostess of Mr. and Mrs. William Pierson.
chenbach, Maynard Winchenbach,
This program was given Dec 22
Bryan Robinson.
imons. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs,
Miss Olive Gushee returned Mon Gloria Mank. Esther Hart and LinMr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and
Friday to the Mending Club.
Maurice Jones received a cut on
day to Gorham Normal School, after dall Mink. A special feature was the
Prof. Albert Whitmore has re- Alice Mathews. Mrs Carrie Wyllie, by the Grammar and Primary
his hand Tuesday while chopping turned to the University of Maine, Miss Prances Spear, Miss Mary Schools: Welcome. Lillian Howard: son of Dutch Neck spent New Years spending the holidays at the home of singing of "Away in a (Manger” by
Thomas P. Benner
day with Mr. and Mrs. William
wood. He was attended by Dr having spent the holidays at his j Wyllie and Mrs. Ilda Russell,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lindall Mink.
song. "A Christmas Carol", Gram
Thomas P. Benner, 83, died Brown.
Gross.
Gushee.
mar
School
girls;
recitations,
home
here.
|
Aug
8.
Mrs.
Carrie
Smith,
Mrs.
Thursday night at his home on the
Mr. and S£rs. Frank Simmons at
Miss Doris Caven of Rockland
Miss Fanny Gushee has returned
A SLIGHT AMENDMENT
"Tommy's
Letter
to
Santa
”
,
Ray

Herbert
Pendleton
of
the
Alfred
Corinne
Perkins,
Mrs.
Edna
White,
Union road after a brief illness of
tended Wednesday the funeral of | home from Somerville, Mass., where
pneumonia. He was born in this I wXsd^^5
I C/\Camp Was a reeent caller al
Jessi* Waiker
christine mond Gelo; "Christmas Spirit",
Mrs. Simmons' father Leander Gross she has been visiting relatives.
Waterville, Dec. 28
........................
I weanesdaj.
| the home of his aunt. Mrs. S D Barker. Mrs. Marjorie Spear. Mrs Miller Howard; “Why Not?" Walter
town and had resided here all of
in North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod Murphy,
A basketball game was played here Editor of The Courier -Gazette:—
Fuller;
He
Could
Help
",
Kenneth
!
Eleanor
Pipkin.
Mrs.
Adelaide
Norhis life where he farmed and worked of Thomaston were callers Tuesday ; Mrs. Dewey
Recent visitors at the home of Mr
In a recent article of mine I stat
Maloney, who is'wcod. Mrs. Mary Moore, Miss M. Wright; "A Real Santa", Priscilla and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were Mr. Wednesday with Islesboro High
at carpentry.
on friends here
School. Appleton High School boys ed that in my opinion Congressman
sc me what improved in health, is Grace Walker. Mrs. Edna Over Gelo.
and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth and
Mr. Benner was a well loved and
Herbert Maker of Hingham, Mass now with Mrs. Emerson W. Perkins. I jock. Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. Miss
Exercise. "The Greeting Cards", three children, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd won over the visiting boys, but the Clyde H. Smith would give Mayor
familiar figure around town being passed the holidays with his mother,
Cleole Hooper returned today Lillian Russell, and Mrs. Ira Perry'. primary children; recitations, "Se- Light and daughter of Camden, Mr girls were defeated by the Islesboro Frederick G. Payne of Augusta his
active socially and politically. He • Mrs. victor Blomberg.
'Saturday)
to Andover. Mass., after Aug 22, Men's supper. George tJXw Ti'X
Sim™ i and Mrs
C°ndOn Of aouth lein a recent pageant at the Baptist whose-hearted support in the com
served for seven years as selectman j Miss Prances Caven spent last
ing election. As I previously said,
being guest of G. Dudley Oould, anc Walker, chairman; Sept. 12. Mrs Things , Lewis Fuller. Same Old Thomaston. Mrs. George Winchen- Church those taktng
were Car0.
and was a member of Germania weekend with her sister, Doris Ca- | Mrs. Isaac Hooper.
I may be mistaken, but I am in re
|El zabeth Munsey. Mrs. Grace Santa"
Donald Howard; solo, bach of the village and Edgar Wal- lyn Hart. Virginia Fish, Royce MilLodge of Odd Fellows. He was also ven of Rockland.
ceipt cf a letter from Congressman
Mrs. Arietta Flagg of Waldoboro Campbell. Mrs. Iva McKellar. Mrs. "Away in a Manger", Winnifred lace of Dutch Neck.
a member of the Methodist Church.
ler. Donald Griffin. Joyce Fish. Lyn- Smith isince the article was pubMiss Elizabeth Monaghan is was recent caller at the home cf Julia watts Mrs. James MacDougWright; recitations. "What Would
Melvin Genthner Jr. has returned
He is survived by three sons, ' visiting her sister Mrs. James Felt Mrs Emerson W. Perkins.
i au yjrs olive Peabody, Miss Mary You Say", Pearl Baehelder; “A home after visiting relatives in don Mink. Betty Fuller, Margaret, l^hed) saying that he is much
Walter and Percy of this town and , of Thomaston.
Fuller, Mildred Griffin, Mary Miller.! pleased with Mayor Payne's canThe junior group of the Happy- ■ wyllie. and Miss Rosa Spear
Puzzle", Joyce Hill; “Christmas Thomaston.
Maurice of Oardiner and by two
Mrs. Carrie Cummings is seriously go-luckies 4-H Club will meet Tues
Jacqueline Martin. Florence Griffin, i didaey for Governor and believes
Comes But Once a Year", Marlton
Mrs. John Simmons and Miss Elwin and Rosalie Mank, “Teddy" j he will make an excellent Chief
daughters, Miss Etta Benner of ill.
day after school at the home of the | Oct. 10. Mrs. Alzada. Simmons.
Mrs Edna Moore, Mrs. Ruth Phil Parker; "Christmas", Edna Tripp.
Annie Dunnan spent last weekend and Pauline Johnson. June, Doro- Executive.
Gardiner and Mrs. Vida Davis ofI
____________
Merle F. Dobbins
leader, Mrs. Wilder Moore, where
"A Message", Gertrude Harriman; with relatives in Rcckland.
thy and Vernon Pease, Mrs. Helen ;
____________
Waldoboro; six grandchildren and
The K.mberly pit, where diamonds they will score food and health hab-! brook, Mrs Ruby Kalloch. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley Johnson as organist; David Paul,: Foresight is gained by scannlngg
one brother Judson Benner of War are mined, is the biggest man its. Miss Annette Haskell will give Flora McKellar. Mrs. Gertrude song. “Glad Chirstmas",. Primary
recitations,
"Round the and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland Ronald Moody, Allan Moody, Edna ) the record of the past.
Hahn, Mrs. Mildred Berry, and girls;
ren.
made hole in the world.
an ironing demonstration also. The
Jlrs. Mary Halligan; Nov. 14, Mrs. World", Verrill Ratten; "A Christ have been recent guests of Mr. and
Funeral services will be held Tues
senior group, which will meet with
Edna Overlock. Mrs. Nancy Clark, mas Problem", Richard Shepard; Mrs. Irvine Genthner in West Wal
day at 1 o’clock from the residence.
Mrs. Harold Drewett, local leader,
Mrs. E. Belle Walker. Mrs. Flora "Old Santa", Phyllis Gelo; "The doboro.
will take up second year sewing,
;
Peabody, Mrs. Katie Starrett, Mrs. Night before Christmas", Maynard
Shipyards of Italy are busy carry
napery hems; third year sewing,
WATER PIPES RENEWED
THE LATEST VOGUE IN
"Santa
Claus",
Oertrude Starrett and Mrs. Pearl Cunningham;
WEST WALDOBORO
ing out important shipbuilding pro
bound button holes; cooking and
AND WIRED OUT
George
Parker;
dialogue,
"Their
Ordway;
Dec.
12,
Mrs.
Eleanor
Bar

grams approved by the Government
NEW SEWERS LAID
housekeeping, to score food and
Mr, and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
rett, Mrs. Ira Perry. Mrs. Corinne Wishes”, Primary children; recita
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
health habits.
PLUGGED
Perkins. Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Mrs. tions, “Useful Things and Clothes ", daughters Ida and Eleanor, Mr. and
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
L. Clark French and Mrs. Willis Francis Cunningham; "No Christ Mrs. Alton Winchenbach and sons
Daughters will meet Monday after
Get direct
AND CEMENT WORK
mas", Frank Mello; song, “Old Eugene and James and Mr. and
Vinal.
With paper and envelopes to match
relief from
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
noon at the home of Mrs. Flora
discomforts., .rub
Santa
is Coming", Primary child Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach were
Peabody.
throat, chest, back
ren; recitations, "A Christmas holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Your name and address or monogram printed
with clinic-tested
UNION
With a union service Sunday
Hope” Leal Corson; “The Reason," Freelon Vannah of South Waldo
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME. night at the Congregational Church
on each
Community Club will meet Jan. 9 Kenneth Shepard; song, "A Christ boro.
VICKS VAPORUB
the week of prayer wil be opened.
with Mrs Irving Tuttle in charge mas Goodbye", Grammar girls.
Walter Kaler Jr. has returned to
In Several Designs and Colors of Ink
The complete schedule appeared in of the program “Woman’s Work in
At the close of the program Santa University of Michigan after spend
Thursday's issue.
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets
the Field of Art." Hostesess will be
ing a vacation with his parents Mr.
Misses Anna and Josephine Pelli- Mrs. Marion Alden, Mrs. Carrie Claus appeared and distributed
and
Mrs.
Walter
Kaler.
cane and Budate Miller of Rockland Ames and Mrs. Carrie Abbott. The gifts and candy bags to pupils and
Mrs. Francena Sprague is visiting
teachers.
Several visitors were
were supper guests New Years night
next public card party will be held | present
you can afford Qenuine, Socially Correct
Mrs, Lilia Creamer in Augusta.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bart
Jan. 13 at the club rooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stahl are
Pellicane's.
in Florida for the winter.
Mrs. Clarence Leonard was hos
ENGRAVED STATIONERY
Mrs. W. H. Robinson entertained
CUSHING
Benjamin Frenoh is confined to
tess Wednesday to the Mothers'
the Contract Club Wednesday
his home by illness.
At the Lowest Prices
Club
and
the
Wednesday
Club.
Miss
Eva
Spear
of
Thomaston
was
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
recent guest at IJ. A. Crate's.
Ever Offered Anywhere!
Miss Elizabeth Emmons resumed
and son James were Rockland visi
Nazarene
Church
Notes
Miss
Hester
Poster
of
Thomas

studies Wednesday at Tufts College
VISITING CARDS
At morning worship Sunday the ton visited recently at E. K. Ma tors recently.
motoring there with her mother,
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
Mrs. Jennie Stahl is spending the
i
| Mrs. Herbert Emmons. Mrs. Em pastor delivered a New Years ser loney's.
At These Prices,
styles of engraving,
plateIncluded,
winter
with her daughter in Bruns
mon.
The
Bible
School
hour
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Nord
were
WhT Buy
cnly.......................................................,l,M
mons returned home Thursday after
spent in the study of the lesson. At guests at a card party Monday night wick.
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
spending
a
night
with
friends
in
Ixmtabons?
QR INVITATIONS
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler en
the close of the session a solo was at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Waban, Mass.
tertained recently Mr. and Mrs.
Doe
in
East
Friendship.
sung
by
Robert
Cunningham
with
Genuine engraving is
On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate
One-hundred watt bulbs are now
the
socially
correct
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
Leon Ames recently went to Man Jack Newbig and two children of
receiving a tryout in the new guitar accompaniment. The Rain
thing for business slaplate included_______________________ S8.95
bow Class of Junior girls also sang chester, Conn., accompanying his Friendship, Mrs. Althea Winchen
bridge
lamps.
We^medtm^
SOCIAL STATIONERY
a special selection.
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and bach of South Waldoboro, Mr. and
• • • .
business or professional
Special styles for men and women. A
Meeting of Woman's Club
The leader for the N.Y.P.S. was Mrs. Oakley Ames who were here to Mrs. Ardred Kaler and two chil
use.
Now__ at these
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
dren of Medomak, Walter Kaler Jr.
Makes an excellent and useful Christmas or
The Womans Club met Thursday Robert Cunningham, topic for this spend the holidays.
amazingly low prices—
st7les of engraving, plate included----------of
Ann Arbor, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
service
being
"A
Backward
Glance
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Curtis
of
afternoon
and
approved
rules
made
there is no need to be
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
Birthday Gift
regarding hall rental. These rules and a Forward Look." The Bible Ash Point and Mr. and Mrs. Asa Edw. McGrath and Benjamin
satisfied with imitation
BUSINESS STATIONERY
engraving or commone j
require that the president be noti School lesson subject for next Sun Curtis visited Monday with Mrs. Kaler.
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from
nZbuinn
ill
business cards or Hammermiil Bond
Mrs. Cora Genthner who has been
PRICES IN THIS AD»®«yheads (8V4xll or 7'/«xlOW, plate Infied of desire for use of hall one day is “The Christian’s Confession Charles Allen who is confined by
VERTISEMENT
c!uded. only---------------------------- $?A5
$1.00
$1.25
$1.50 per box
month previous to performance, this of Faith.” This will be observed as illness to her home in Long Cove. visiting her daughter Mrs. Jessie
INCLUDE THE COST
Bragdon in Ipswich, Mass., has re
use to churches and schools to be Missionary Sunday. The topic for
Postage 15c extra
OF ENGRAVING THE
turned home.
for two rehearsals and the enter the Young People's service is "Cele
SOUTH HOPE
PLATE.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton entertained the
See this full line of samples at
tainment, and that the piano not be brating an. Important Event.” The
Miss Ethel Merrifield is passing Wesley Society Thursday with 14
moved from its present position. leader for this service will be Mrs.
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis present. The next meeting will
The Club will sell Easter Seals in Dorothy Howard.
be Jan. 11 with Mrs. Walter Kaler.
Services will be at 10 o'clock; Robinson of Camden.
March for the benefit of the Crip
Miss Ida Winchenbach spent last
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bennett have
pled Children. The January meet Bible School, 11.15; N.YP.S., 6 and
moved to the Fred MerrlXiielld rent. weekend in Boston,
ing of the study unit was postponed Evangelistic service at 7 o'clock.
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tlunccd the minuet with Mr. Brown. North Station; lie had also met us
The singing of the "Old Grey Mare" there.
will long be remembered by those
We found 22 packages and 138
Cascade Alley Reeked With
Christmas cards when we returned
[ present.
« ««*»
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
Mrs. Bower's birthday was Dec. 13 to our station. One of the best cards
MRS OSCAR C LANE
It — Skippers Take An
and from that date to Dec. 25 she was from Capt. Wincapaw.
About Household Matters
Correspondent
other Trouncing
Charles U. Gardner of the Ports
received nine birthday cards, 37 an
mouth
Harbor Coast Guard Station
niversary cards and 24 Christmas
There was blood all over the
BROADCAST BT MARJORIE MILLS
Keith Kittredge of Worcester,
substituted for us. He was very nice
cards.
(Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
Mass., formerly of this town, spent place as the Skippers went down be
and things were In grand shape when
We stayed with Mr. and Mrs.
WNAC. Boston; WTAO, Worcester; WCSH. Portland: WTIC, Hartford:
the past week at the home of Mr. fore the Ganders in their weekly
we returned. Outside of being lone
WICC
Bridgeport:
WEAN,
Providence;
and
WLBZ,
Bangor).
Ernest L. Cooper in Arlington and
and Mrs. Walter E. Polk of Augusta. battle at the Cascade Alleys last
some for the first few days, he said
while
there
Posle
called
on
her
old
he liked it.
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday with Tuesday night, and from the looks
friend and school chum Mrs. Rob
Doesn't It seem good to get back Mix Ingredients and pour from a
Miss Mary Neilson. The next meet of everything, from the combatants to the good, sustaining, simple [pitcher or large spoon onto hot
ert
B.
Holloway
iMiss
Edith
V.
ing Jan. 9 will be with Mrs. Elizabeth to the scoreboard, It was well nigh
NORTH HAVEN
Oliver of Popham and Bath) and
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
, a massacre. First there was a bit foods after a round of festive fol- griddle. Bake until cakes are well
Bunker.
as. passed a pleasant time talking over
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
: of blood on the moon, for it was a de-rols? We're not belittling the browned. Carefully turn to cook
James Lewis of Marlon. Mass..
Mrs. Oertrude Hall entertained
11 what had happened since their last
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
most ill omened meeting for the j canapes and the garnished turkey, other side. Spread with Land O'
Taber
Academy was a weekend
Wednesday night at two tables of
■ | meeting.
compass-less Mariners, then there ’ the rich, steamed puddings and LakesISweet Cream Butter and stack
visitor at the home of his mother,
bridge.
jewel-like
little
frosted
cakes
...
1
three
per
serving.
Top
with
two
We spent a day with Mr. and Mrs.
was a lot of blood in the eyes of the ,
The Farm Bureau will meet Jan. Ganders and the way they fell upon far from it. They’re fun and ex- broiled Deerfoot Sausage. Serve with I yearn for Lie seaweed's salty smell, i ployed for a short time at Mouse George Brown of Somerville and Mary Lewis.
And
the
sea
gull's
royal
flight.
’
»
_
__
9 at Lee Shore Country Club. Those the Skipmen was a warning to all cit ng but Thank Heaven, for good maple syrup.
Perley Carver of Vinalhaven was
White wings that soar against the blue. Island helping Mr. Seavey
cut although it rained outside it was
White wings against the white
! wood
wishing transportation may tele Journeymen bowlers, then there was home-made b;ead and butter,
very (pleasant inside and we had a in town Tuesday, to attend the
Poverty Pudding
—Katharine Washburn Harding
phone 41-11.
• • • •
j Madeb'n was recent overnight most enjoyable time. The evening funeral of Fred Carver.
the figuratively speaking blood that browned hash, a savoury lamb stew, I one quart cornflakes, 1 quart
Pleasant River Grange officers
steaming
tureens
of
chowder
and
I
milk,
2
eggs,
>4
teaspoon
salt,
cup
William Lobley, a winter resident
was spilled upon the alleys. This
Baker Island
guest of Mrs. Roberta Cameron at was spent singing carols. The fol
were installed Wednesday night by
lowing day we visited Mr. and Mrs. of Camden was in town Tuesday for
was the worst blood letting of the a good homely deep dish apple Brer Rabbit Molasses, U cup sugar,
This island received a goodly share Mouse Island
P M. Curtis Webster as installing
Through the Guardians' column Harold L. Whitcomb of Somerville, a short stay,
evening and the poor Skippers were dowdy or Indian pudding dessert j % teaspoon ginger, l* teaspoon cln- of the snowstorm—the most for
officer, assisted by Beulah Gilchrist
i a sadly weakened bunch of battlers by way of contrast. To paraphrase namon. vanilla.
Darius Joy of Addison Is visiting
i'eafs.
i we thank the Sea Coast Mission for friends of many years’ standing. Mr,
as marshal. The officers are: Mas
Whitcomb once worked in Bath for at the home of his sister. Mrs. Susie
Mrs. Frank Faulkingham was din- the fine Christmas gifts.
■ as they wended their homeward Wordsworth shamefully, these are ' Stir all together and put pieces of
ter, George Wright; overseer, Mal
the government. We went shopping Wooster,
creatures "not too bright and good Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream Butter ner guest Thursday of Mrs. Gilbert
Adele and Prudence were unable
colm Whittington; lecturer, Nellie I way' lh€lr pale faces and totterlng
in Somerville and aLso attended the
on top. Place the dish in which It Whitney of Islesford.
j steps mute eviidenee of the super- for human nature's daily food."
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyer vlsiteu
to be at home for Christinas but we
Robinson; steward, George Geary.
H
movies.
William Faulkingham accom
We've been having a run on Ana- is to be cooked into a pan of water
Olson. human efforts they had made.
relatives Wednesday in Vinalhaven.
hope
that
they
had
an
enjoyable
assistant steward, Willie
panied Riley J. Faulkingham to.
One day was passed with Mr. and
Chaplain, Alice Whittington; gate-, Then there was some real blood in dama Bread at home and wondered and put both in the oven. Bake in a ,
. ,
. , .
... ., ! holiday at Beals with their grand
Mrs. Lucy Poole Is spending the
Mrs. Leon F. Jackson of Dedham.
keeper. Edwin Smith; secretary, the Alley sink, for as the full force if you missed that good old time 350 degrees F. oven for % to one hour. Jonesport for a short visit with his parents.
winter
with relatives in Massachu
parents.
Mr. Jackson presented to Posie a box
Curbs Webster; treasurer. Melville of the defeat struck down upon favorite which, were told, origi
Butterscotch Sauce
setts.
Mrs. Roberta Cameron spent an
Keeper
and
Mrs.
Frank
Faulking

of stationery. He had had a draw
Remember One and one-quarter cups sugar,
Smith; Ceres, Florence Lawson; Po- Skipper Drew he had a severe at- nated in Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond left
ham spent Christmas at "The afternoon at this station recently. ing of the Nubble Light printed on
tack
of
the
nosebleed,
and
the
real
Poverty
Pudding,
which,
year
in
%
oup
corn
syrup,
1
tablespoon
•
•
•
•
mona. Jennie Webster; Flora. Bertha
Friday for Sarasota. Fla.
Cedars" in Southwest Harbor as
the
top
of
each
sheet
of
paper.
The
and
year
out.
remains
one
of
our
Dver; lady assistant steward, Doris red gore was Just the touch needed
Land O' Lakes Euveet Cream Butter,
White Head
guesls of their daughters. Mrs Myr
Friends were Invited to the home
i picture was made on a linoleum
Smith. Refreshments were served, to set off the results of the evening. pets. (It should be rechristened 14 pint thin cream, 14 teaspoon salt.
Mrs. Maynard O'Brien and Mrs
tle
Sawyer
and
Lila
Lucille
Faulk
of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett Fri
block
and
is
an
excellent
likeness
of
A dance followed with music by In the words of Cap n Grimes of the so you wouldn’t scoff at it.)
Cook as you would candy to 234
Clarence Beal are visiting their
The Nubble. Posie was delighted day to enjoy moving pictures of Mr.
There was good natured dissen degrees F. or until a very soft ball Is Ingham.
Leon Arey’s orchestra.
J victorious team, it was a massacre
parents in Lubec.
Riley J. Faulkingham of Cran
and has shown the paper to every and Mrs. Crockett's recent wedding.
sion over our Banbury Tart recipe formed. Remove from fire and cool
The annual meeting of Marguerite *lth a11 the trimmings.
F. W. Alley spent Christmas with
berry Island Coast Guard Station
one who comes within a mile of her. Other pictures of Interest were also
Chapter O£S.. was held Monday
Tlie Skippers started out with just before Christmas. A West or serve hot. If too thick, dilute
took over the duties of the keeper his family in Rockland.
We spent Friday till Monday with shown.
night and these officers elected, hopes of duplicating their feat of borough friend sent us two ver with milk. Makes a little more than
Earl
Lyons
is
on
10
days'
leave.
while the latter was on leave.
my
mother. Mrs. Ella A. Coleman,
Peter Edwards of Rockland was a
Worthy matron. Flavilla Anderson; last week when they won a game sions from an old cookbook printed a pint. Keep in refrigerator. After
Mrs. Riley J. Faulkingham and [and *‘t*1 ^*rs- ^yons and daughter who is in her 84lh year, and with
visitor
in town Thursday.
worthy patron. George Lawry; asso-' but young Vic Shields shattered before the Civil War which you standing in ice box, place over hot
son Reginald of Jonesport spent Pauline, is visiting relatives in Bid my sister and brother-in-law. Mr
An enjoyable evening was spent
ciate matron, Ruth Arey; associate their hopes in the very first string might like to try; they both sound water when reheating sauce to serve
deford.
Christmas at Baker Island.
and Mrs. Alphonso C. Grant of East Wednesday when Gloria Temple en
and add cream or milk to thin, if
patron. Ernest Arey; secretary, when he rolled a sweet 139, and scrumptious.
Mr. and Mrs G. L. Alley enter
Mrs. Frank Faulkingham motored
(
Boston, with whom she makes her tertained the Knights at a New
Eleanor Gregory; treasurer, Eliza- enable the Ganders to toumh 514
Either equal parts of sugar and necessary.
to Ellsworth for Christmas shop tained as guests Christmas day Mr. home.
Years party. Games, contests and
beth Ross; conductress. Ida Libby;| for their string total. This was a currants moistened with brandy as Roquefort And Celery Sandwiches
and Mrs. A. J. Beal and Mr. and
ping.
Saturday morning Posie got up at readings furnished much excitement
associate conductress. Josephine] 102 pin handicap on the start that filling for the turnovers or one cup
One-quarter pound Roquefort
Mrs.
Weston
Gamage,
Jr.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
5.30 to go to the airport to see Capt. and amusement. The program and
Clayter; finance committee. Flavilla the Skippers never cut down.
of chopped raisins, one cup of cheese, softened, 1 teaspoon Worces Maurice Foss of Petit Manan Light
Mr. and Mrs. H. IW. Andrews of
Anderson. George Lawry. Ruth Arey.: There are rumors along the street sugar, one egg beaten, the juice tershire sauce, 2 cups finely chopped Station on the death of her mother. Norton's Island have left to spend Wincapaw take off on his flight to refreshment committee consisted of
the Lighthouses. We were at the Eva Hopkins, Nellie Beverage. Julia
Installation will take place Jan. 15. | that Cap'n Grimes is looking for a and grated rind of one lemon and celery.
• • • •
the winter with their son and
field in time to see the plane come Beverage and Mildred Dyer.
There was a large attendance at chance to cash in on some of his four crackers finely crushed as
Combine the Ingredients and
daughters.
Portland Head
down out of the air from Revere
Union Church Circle Thursday. Tlie pest players, and would trade a tart filling.
spread between thin slices of but
Donald Bangs has returned from
Sending out a few good wishes to
We spent tlie time while waiting for
FRIENDSHIP
housekeepers were Mrs Kenneth Gander or two fo ra bum skipper
Mary Blazo in Watertown won tered white bread.
all and a message of cheer to all 10 days' leave passed at his home in Capt. Wincapaw talking with Mr.
Cock, Mrs Mildred Torfason. Mrs or two and valuable considerations. ders if you've tried cutting dough
MENU
the shutins. This is our first let Weymouth, Mass Mrs Bangs re Staples who flew the plane over, and
Pa rent-Teacher Association will
Nellie Nickerson and Mrs. Mabel As he expressed it he did not want nuts in half, like pineapple slices
ter. the first week and first month mained in Weymouth with Freder with his friend Mr. Bemis. Edward meet Monday at 8 o'clock in the
Breakfast
the Ganders to become a team like sprinkle with sugar and cinnamon
Dunlap.
ick Murphy who recently sustained
in 1940.
Grapefruit Halves
J. Snow of Winthrop who flew over school building Dr. William Hahn
• • • •
the New York Yankees, so all pow- and place under the broiler a min
A cold epidemic seems to be in the a broken leg in a fail.
Maltex
Cereal
the lighthouses last year came first will be the guest speaker, illustrat
Union Church Notes
I erful and unbeatable that nobody ute or two to heat. Delicious with
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Beal had as
air Mrs R. T. Sterling has been
•Adirondack Pancakes
and we had a long talk with him. ing his talk with globe trotting pic
Sunday school meets tomorrow at woujd jcve a Gander. So there may
ill the past week with a bad cold and holiday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. We also helped load the plane with tures. Refreshments will be served
The same toasted
with Broiled Deerfoot Sausage
10 o’clock. During worship at 11
•doin's” at the next meeting of hot coffee.
G. L. Alley, Mr. and Mrs. Weston the bundles
Coffee
Mrs. S. G. Robinson also has one.
I by Mrs. Beatrice Grant, Mrs Evelyn
the pastor will preach from the sub the two teams at the table, said doughnut rings are wonderful with
Gamage,
Jr, and Miss Venetta Foss
when Capt. Wincapaw came we i Wotton and William Bramhall The
cream
or
cottage
cheese
or
the
Arthur
Harlcw
of
South
Portland
Sunday
Dinner
ject "The Supreme Hour." The choir meeting being scheduled next week,
We watched for the Flying Santa ' were introduced to him, his son and j Red Cross membership drive, under
called on F. O Hilt Tuesday after
“spreadable” Cheddar. The same
Roast Pork. Bread Dressing
will sing "Break Thou the Bread of jwhen
_____________
the menu will be baked beans
Claus,
Capt Bill Wincapaw, and his wife, and found them very pleas- taken by the Association resulted
noon.
Mr.
Harlow
has
been
kept
lady
advocates
dissolved
after-din

Spiced
Apple
Sauce
Life” and a duet will be sung by Mr. and fj£h
were
disappointed
that he did not ant and were glad that we were In a total of $85 30 collected by the
indoor
because
of
cold
and
Robert
ner
mints
added
to
chocolate
sauce
Mashed
Sweet
Potatoes
and Mrs. Harry L. Coombs Junior
Cap'n Grimes has stated that he
Sterling Jr. is another victim. Rob reach us this year, but hope that privileged to meet them. I had my committee consisting of Mrs. Ida
Baked Squash
Epworth League meets at 4, Chris
going to try beans on the Skip- . for ice cream or the crushed mints
picture taken with Capt. Wincapaw Stenger, Mrs. Marguerite Sylvester,
Olives has been confined to his home at he may next year.
tian Endeavor at 6, with Mrs. Austin pers and If they don't know beans. i sprinkled over the top on the sun- Celery Curls
Morning street, Portland.
’Poverty Pudding
I dae and she garnishes our favorite
* *
i and his son. The Captain and I Mrs. Marjorie Winehenpaw, Mrs.
Calderwood guest speaker
| he isn’t to be blamed, and If they
The Nubble
Watch was kept here as the old
Coffee!
were holding a framed picture, a Mabel Beals, Miss Helen Fales and
Evening service will be at 7,
don't know the beans he is going ; Ruby Consomme with fluffy kernels
Gene and Posie extend New Years tribute to him because of his flying. Mrs. Fred Young.
year
slipped
away
and
the
new
j
of
buttered
popcorn.
Supper
an inspiring talk by Rev. Kennel
gjVe yjem they don’t know bowlgreetings to the editor and staff of It had the pictures of three light
And now for a few recipes.
•Roquefort and Celery Sandwiches : bounced in with ringing of bells,
Cook. The choir will sing the <an- ing either
j whistles and shouting. The R. T The Courier-Gazette, members of houses and said he was the out
Adirondack Pancakes
What the world needs these days
Potato
Salad
them "More Love To You.”
Blood Thirsty Ganders
Sterlings entertained at midnight the Lighthouse, Coast Guards and standing Now Englander. Capt. Win Is more men with the moral courage
Pimento Cheese Sandwiches
Three cups flour, 1 teaspoon salt.
will be sung by Beulah Gilchrist and Sanborn ............
93 85 86—264
friends who read this column.
capaw Is going to take the picture to that dares risk being unpopular.
Pickles ! Mrs W C. Dow. Mrs F O Hilt,
4 teaspoons baking powder. 1 tea Relishes
Blanche Kittredge.
Grimes ............. .. 99 85 86—270
We went to Boston to spend our
W. C. Dow and F. O. Hilt A little
spoon granulated sugar. 2 egg yolks.
Prayer meeting will be held in the
Ice Cream and
South America with him.
Littiefield ......... „ 86 100 79- 265
. past the midnight hour we were vacation and arrived in Arlington
IN MKMOKIA.M
’Butterscotch Sauce
I was the first keeper ever to see
2 cups milk, 2 tablespoons fat, melt
parlor at 1 o’clock Tuesday
Shields _______ _ 139 94 96—329
! ushered into the dining room where two days before we were expected, him off at the airport when starting
In loving memory of my mother
ed. % cup cold water, 2 egg whites,
Coffee
landing in the midst off a reception
O. Arey .............. ... 97 92 93—282
Isabelle Bird Burpee, who passed away
OVF.R THE TOP
! steamed clams, crackers, pickles,
j his trip to the lighthouses, accord Jan 8. 1939
beaten.
I • Recipes given.
being given to Mr and Mrs. Alfred
| For The Courier-Gazette)
coffee, doughnuts and pie were
ing to (Mr. Snow, and the picture he
OUT WITH THE TIDE
514 456 440-1410
us with the turning of the
Well, here we are at the end of the
served New Years greetings were E. Bower to commemorate their took of us was in the city edition of She left
tide.
Rockland
were
callers
Sunday
at
L.
EAST WALDOBORO
route.
golden wedding anniversary.
Anemie Skippers
We could not see her go. but from her
j
The
Boston
Post
.
It
came
out
good
:
in
the
air.
Monday
afternoon
the
Through another long, long year,
L. Mank's.
smile
Mr. and Mrs. Bower were married
_____ ... ... 93 81 92 - 266
The result of our acts, there are none Drew
“ although my name was wrong. It We knew that somewhere in that Oreat
Mrs. Beulah Curtis of New Harbor i Recent callers at Albert Mank's ' same crowd gathered at the F. O.
can dispute.
in
Richmond,
Va.,
and
about
45
Peterson
..........
...
76
88
81
—
245
Beyond
Dees not yet wholly appear
was an experience long to be re
was recent guest of Mrs. Ethel! were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gorham Hilt's joined by Mrs. S. G. Rcbinwalked across that Heavenly
Let’s leave that to God. though His Hall
................ ... 81 •63 77—221
years ago moved to Arlington. All membered, Mrs. Wincapaw took us Her spirit
Mile
chastening rod
Hanna.
of Round Pond, Mrs. Ida Douglas ,son- Jwk Robinson and W. R. Hilt.
the children were with them for the ,, F . j->os.On i« her car after the isl,e left us
th* ,UQ w*» sinking low;
He mjy have applied quite severely. Guilford
......... .. 78 f.j 88—281
—Mrs Emily E Cocier Philin'
*
boston in her car alter mi No mope
wf
“
We may trust in Him still that up the
Milton Creamer and family of the and granddaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Picnic supper was served and th? day72
8. Arey .............
84 98 80—262
7™
eoeper. Phmp plane had le„ ehe accompanieil
steep hill
ua
on.
evening
devoted
to
conversation
and
village were visitors Sunday at J. A. Smith and son of Gardiner.
Of the New Year He’ll make more
But
in
Its
place
there
will
be
an
aching
and Samuel Bower of Arlington, Al- her husband wh€n he returns to
clearly.
void
The new 4-H Club has been games and the usual midnight fred of St. Albans, Vt., Edwin of
Rines.
412 425 418-1255
And heart breaks. lor the dear one
I South America.
"mug-up."
Yes. life Is worth living, though mys
gone along.
Medford and Mrs. Gertrude Bunch
Ivan Scott and family visited named Husky Hustlers. Mrs. Joseph
• Cards or golf?
teries surround us;
We spent Monday night In Arling It was so hard to let her go alone
Happy New Year to all.
Glaude
is
the
leader
These
officers
We like It and would live forever.
of
West
Chatham.
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
• • • •
ton where we had a part in the tree, Along that vale of Peace Oh Ood abide
But If Old Year ends as the New Year
were elected: President, Margaret
With those she left behind and com
Mrs. Bowers' niece, Mrs. Hugh
Scott at the village.
began.
Burnt Island
enjoyed a wonderful time and re
fort them
SOUTH
THOMASTON
vice president, Phyllis
To live there has been no endeavor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders and ^anl*'
Smith
of
Ashland.
Va.,
brought
holly
her greet them at the Turning
A very merry Christmas was en
ceived some fine presents. The next And lei
It Is only by love for the great God
secretary,
Jessie
Glaude;
Tide
.
.
.
Bowers;
above.
Rev. N. F Atwood will be at the Miss Manan Flanders were recent
joyed at this station. Our only dis and mistletoe from the South and morning Lester Coles took us to the
•
H. Burpee Larsen
And growth tn His grace as were
treasurer, Kenneth McLeod; color
Methodist Church at 10 o'clock for guests at Leland Orff's in North
running life’s race,
appointment was that Capt. "Bill" also cuttings of boxwood taken from
bearer,
Joyce
Scott;
cheer
leader,
And as self our neighbors we love.
the Sacrament of the Lord's Sup- I Waldoboro.
W incapa wcould not call on us. Hope the burial lot of Robert Snead, who
Joseph Glaude, reporters, Margaret
fought under Washington In the
Life can be lived ‘mid the storm and ’ per.
Reginald Monahan and family of Mank and Phyllis Bowers, Miss he has better luck next year.
the strife.
Revolutionary War and who was
And Eden's goal we may make
We received a very nice Christ
the village, Miss Una Clark and Lucinda Rich of Rockland was pres
With joy and peace In our hearts kept1
Mrs. Bower's great-^reat-grandMiss Adelaide Wright of Augusta ent. The Club enjoyed a Christ mas card from Capt. "Bill" and father. Mrs. Bowers' maiden name
rife.
. .
And in kind words and works keep
OUR BUSINESS CREED
recently visited Mrs. Nellie Reever. mas tree at the home of its leader, family which was very interesting was Florence Snead.
awake
And so as we climb up the New Year's
1 Burnell Mank visited Vernal Mrs. Joseph Glaude. Refreshments As 'the view was from South
David Bower, son of Samuel and
grade
May our courage and zeal never fall - .
In order to be a successful
Wallace in North Warren recently were served and games were played. America It was also mailed from Dorothy (Bprsoni Bower, who is flve,
Keep calm and serene, on Christ ever
there.
merchant we must sell our goods
lean.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
sang "Put On Your Old Grey Bon
Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler of
Callers at the Light Sunday were
,Then. though foes may appear, there
at
a
profit
and
still
satisfy
net," "God Save America" and
Rockport and Charles Harvey of Edna White, Warren, for the holi
4 Is nothing to fear
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Seavey of
our customers.
From those that are seen or unseen
!
“America.”
| Rockland were callers recently at day program. Readings were given
Here's What You Want To
. W R. Walter |
Mouse Island and their grandson
by Mrs. Hattie Rines an.i Mrs. Leda
The "golden couple” received flve
It is equally essential to
Miss Ellie Mank's.
North Waldoboro.
Know About Florida
Alan Bean of Wiscasset. Ann and
get the profit and satisfy the
Mrs. I. Pietela, son Sulo and Martin, and stunts by members. Alan had a fine time together while lovely bouquets, including a beauti
HOW TO HAVE MORE FUN. Collier knows mote
ful, large basket filled with different
purchaser.
OWL S HEAD
Henry lives spent last weekend Refreshments were served. The he was here.
about Florida than almost anyone. That s why you
sizes and colors of chrysanthemums
meeting Jan. 11 will be with Mrs.
with
relatives
in
Massachusetts.
If we satisfy the customer
Keeper and Mrs. Muise and Wil
find Collier Hotels at lhe smartest resorts . with
A card party will be held Jan. 12
' Mabel Mills in Warren.
tied with a wide gold ribbon with the
but fail to get the profit we will
Vernal Wallace and M ss Marion
lard Mulse called on Mr. and Mrs.
magnificent beaches, wonderful sporting facilities
at the community library by the
figures
"50
”
on
long
stems
riding
T.
Irving
Sawyer
recently
went
to
Wallace of North Warren were re
Albert Staples of Boothbay Har
and everything you want for a perfect vacation.
Farm Bureau. Refreshments will I soon be out of business.
gaily above the flowers.
Coral Oables, Florida.
cent callers at L. I. Mank's.
bor recently. Willard has been emIf
we
get
the
profit
but
fail
to
Two wedding cakes decorated with
be served.
HOW TO GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. Smart people
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Little of
Mrs. iL. A. Winchenbach and
The Grange will meet Monday j satisfy the customer we will
a bride and groom were received.
who know Florida stay at Collier Hotels. Why?
South Bristol attended the funeral
I daughter Arvilla of Soutn Waldo
soon be out of customers.
Because Collier saves money by operating TWELVE
One was made by her daughter
night, and the annual reports will
services Thursday for Mrs. Sarah
boro were guests Friday of friends:
fashionable hotels under ONE management This
Emily and decorated by the younger
be read. The lecturer will present
The secret of doing both lies
Sidenspatker.
here.
saving is passed on io you in the form of lower rates.
daughter Gertrude. The other cake
L surprise program.
in the one word SERVICE.
A program recently given by the
Mrs. Elmer Dow, Lawrence Dow ,
was
given
by
a
friend
of
long
stand

Service does not mean doing
pupils of East Waldoboro school was
HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Bradenton
and sons Richard and Robert of
for days or
ing, (Mrs. Woods. A fine chocolate
something for nothing.
attended by parents and friends.
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punla Corda
DISCOMFORT
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Saraiola
cake was made, frosted and decorat
Those
who
took
part
were
Elizabeth
Try CH1CHESTE11S PILLS
It dors mean doing something
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE. Tampa
lor functional periodic pain
ed by their son Philip. Each
Creamer,
Onni
Pletlla,
Joyce
Scott,
so valuable tor the customer that
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
,‘in,2
daughter-in-law
also
made
a
cake
Richard Glaude, Emma Creamer,
USEPPA INN, Useppa Irland
your druggUt for—________
he is glad to pay a satisfactory
VINALHAVEN AND
and there were many sandwiches,
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Granda
Kenneth McL eod, Phyllis Bowers,
price for our services in order to
CHICHESTERS PILLS
EVERGLADES INN, Everglade*
some of which were brought by
'THE DIAMOND A BRAND
ROCKLAND
Charles Bcwden, Albert Severson,
have us do it.
ROD
GUN CLUB, Everglade*
George
Brown
of
Somerville.
IN BU5INE55 OVER V 50 YEARS
Howard Severson Jessie Glaude,
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W Palm Beech
STEAMBOAT CO.
The
presents
include
a
glass
bank
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W. Palm Beech
Ronald Bowers. George lives, Allen
ROCKLAND. ME.
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
of money presented by the children,
Creamer, Rachel Severson. Santa
the presentation speech being made
• Send today (or your copy ol the lucinatlng new Collier
Club
(Richard
Miller)
distributed
Service To:
Florida Folder, wilh *11 rale*. Il will help you choose lhe
by Emily Cooper; a beautiful copper
STATE OF MAINE
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston the gifts from the Christmas tree,
resort and hotel lhal will suit your teste end pocket best Wine
pitcher,
a
two
pound
box
of
choco

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of North Haven, In the
j He was assisted by Charles Bowden,
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Hotels or N. Y. office 745 5lh Ave. Ask your Travel Agent.
County of Knox, for the year 1939
lates, a casserole with fruit cake,
- Island and Frenchboro
' Albert Severson and Ronald Bowers.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
dish and fork for lemons, basket of
Town of North Haven aforesaid, for the year 19 9. committed to me for col
lection for said Town on the twentieth day of May. 1939. remain unpaid;
fruit and goodies, a beautiful handWINTER SERVICE
and notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are
not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to
woven Swedish rug, and big box of
Subject
to
change
without
notice
I
Wish
to
Nominate
for
1940
nay the amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold
Swedish cookies. A bowl of gold
without further notice at public auction at •Grange Hall In said Town, on
Fifth Annual Winter Carnival
the first Monday In February. 1940, at nine o'clock A. M.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
fish was also given them. Her sister,
Snow Bowl Queen
ANO
ASSOCIATED
HOTIIS
Read Up
Bead Down
Mrs. Jennie Btone of Virginia, sent
Amount of Tax Due
Description of Property
Name of Owner
7 4 5 FI FTH AVE N U E, N.Y.
P. M.
Miss ........................................ ........
a large piece of fruit cake she made
A. M.
JAMES Y. WOOSTER HEIRH Land and Buildings, Bounded north
GEORGE H. MASON
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
seven years ago flavored with some
by Blake and Fred Brown Heirs, east and south by Shore, west
Free. A Gen. Mar.
Address............................................
35 85
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
by Mrs Bullard and f. W. Benson ...............................................................
thing not used here a few years ago.
Ar. 340
December 23, 1939.
This coupon good for 10 votes if
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
The happy couple received and
. Note.—In Cities sale must be at the Collector s Office
In Towns at
Ar. 2.45
S.1S Lv. Vinalhaven,
cast before Saturday. Jan. 13.
entertained over 47 people (luring
the place where the last preceding town meeting was held
Lv.
1.30
9.30
Ar.
Rockland,
RAY M. BEVERAGE
Makes extra-delicious biscuits, pica, the day and evening. Songs were
117-tf
Collector of
My Name Is ..................................
and cakea aa well
bread
Taxes of the Town of North Haven.
sung during the evening and "Oram"

VINALHAVEN

’Twas A Gory Affair

A MAID CALLED MILLS

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

HELP

k

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN

Collier

florida coast hotels

PILLSBURY'S
u

153-6-3
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Motor Tragedies

In Everybody’s Column

| after having served the lodge in nesday afternoon. Sewing and Chi Look About You." The sermon at 7
Probate Notice*
j that capacity for 32 years, was nese Checkers provided entertain o'clock Is entitled "Is There A
Advertisements ln thia column not
STATE CF MAINE
ment and refreshments were served. Plan? '. Mrs. Orace Strout and
' given a vote of appreciation.
persons interested ill either to exceed three line* Inserted once for '
Four More Person* Killed In ofTotheallestates
25
cents, three times' for 50 cents. Ad
hereinafter named:
ft ft ft ft
Mrs. Letitia Starrett was hostess Members attending were Mrs. Ben Miss Margaret Simmons will sing
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, ditional lines five cents each tor one
Maine
Highway*
Than
time.
10 cents for three times. Five
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
tn and for the County of Knox, on the
| to members of the Baptist Womens' jamin Smalley. Mrs Mcrtland Jack- a duet at this service. "God Is J
19th day of December tn the year of small words to * line.
Correspondent
Love",
by
Shelley.
Communion
son.
Mrs.
Frank
Grant.
Mrs.
Ray

Mission Circle Tuesday afternoon.
There Were In 1938
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and thirty nine and by adjournment
ft ft ft ft
White cross work occupied the time. mond McLeod. Mrs. Loring Or IT. service follows the morning service.
day to day from the 19th day of
! Thursday night begins a six-weeks j
Reviewing the statistics compiled from
said December. The following matters
Tel. 190
1 and refreshments were served. and Mis. Wilson Carter.
having
been presented for the action
r N..! school of missions to be held in I
by the Highway Safety Division of
Members present were Mrs. Lucy
Miss Faustina Robinson.
thereupon hereinafter Indicated it Is A
*
the
Maine
State
Police
for
tlie
year
hereby ORDERED
The Tri-County Osteopathic So- Sillerv. Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Mrs 1 of St. George, is caring for Mrs. 1 connection with the regular prayer
That notice thereof be given to all
1939 flnd that four more persons persons Interested, by causing a coply
will meet Monday night at Grace Andrews. Mrs. Evelyn Perron. Herbert Llnnell.
meetings. Study of the book tom-]
BROWN and white collie found ln
ciety
Leg was broken, now aet.
were killed in automobile accidents of this order to be published three Thomaaton.
rades
Round
the
World"
*■/
S.
I
weeks successively ln the Courier Ga Owner may have aame by calling LEWIS
Webber's Inn. preceded by dinner at Mrs. Eunice Tillson. Mrs. Minnie I Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson are
HASTINGS.
Gay
St place, Tel 1146-M
on
the
streets
and
highways
of
our
zette
a
newspaper
published
at
Rockland
6.30. The annual election of officers Newbert. Mrs. Emma Stackpole j at thcjr homc here an<j their daugh- 1 Pranklin Mack. wiI1 ** takcn UP2-4
In said County, that they may appear
F.derated Church. Sunday School J A new 1)00,1 out Jan 6 bJ Josc- State than were killed during 1938. at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
will take place. Following the busi Mrs. Etta Richards, Mrs. Elizabeth 1 ter KIiss Lols is visiting Mr. and at 9 45 morning worship at 11. The phine Lawrence But You Are
Rockland
on
tne
16th
day
of
January
when Maine witnessed its lowest
A D 1940 at nine o'clock In the fore
ness meeting Dr. E. R. Moss will Walsh and Mrs. Clara Sawyer.
Mrs Carl chaples till Sunday when subject of the morning sermon is Young'—the story of Kelsie Wrig t
fatality rate In motor vehicles in any noon. and be heard thereon if they see
be ihe speaker.
The Beta Alpha meets Monday they will return to Castine. The the first in a series of the Lord's who wanted a home, a man, a life
cause.
previous year.
J
NANCY J TRIBOU late of Rockport,
A most successful lobster-stew night at 7.30 at the vestry for a Robinsons arrived in town Tuesday Prayer —"Our Father Which Art In cf her QWn But her ' maU
September was the month in deceased Will and Petition for Probate
supper was served Wednesday by Christmas party. Each member is after spending the holidays with Heaven" The anthem for this serv- i 'elope held most of her family's
thereof, asking that the same mav be
which Maine witnessed the most proved and allowed and tliat Letters FTVE-rooni apartment to let In Thomthe men of the Baptist Church, requested to take a box lunch and a relative- in Attleboro and Brockton. I ice Is "Our Hearts Thy Dwelling". I income. Twice she tries to break
.elementary Issue to Howard A. Tri- "ton. 14 Knox St Lavatory, newly
Tea
killings as 25 people were killed in bou
of Rockport, he being the Execu-:
APpl’L.
those cn the committee being Al- J gift,
Mass. and Providence.
RALPH CRAWFORD, 12 Knox 8t. 1-3
by von Bcrge. The Sacrament of away and fails. When the real that particular month. The past tor named ln said Will, without bond
fred Strout. Rev. Donald F. Perron. | Mrs. Oliver Hahn returned WedThere were three tables at the the Lord's Supper will be observed chance comes. Kelsie makes her month of December gave Maine a
JOHN F RICHARDSON, late of War*
TWO
heated
light housekeeping
deceased
WIU and Petition for rooms to let. completely furnished. 22
John B. Paulsen. Edward Oxton, i nesday from Ncrth Weymouth. meeting of the Contract Club yes- ;cllowing this servlce The Path. great decision. Much in the man decided Increase in deaths as com ren,
Probate thereof, asking that the same LINDSEY ST
1’3
may be proved and allowed and that'--------------------------------------------------------------Charles Starrett, Robert Walsh and j Mass . where she was called by the terday at the home of Mrs. Fred
ner
of
“
If
I
Have
Four
Apples',
pared to the previous December Letters Testamentary Issue to Alfred FURNISHED apartment to let on
finders meet at the vestry at 2
Philip Newbert. Dr. Donald Leigh i juness of her sister Mrs Robert I Overlock First honors fell to Mrs.
Strout of Thomaaton he being Warren 6t Inquire 11 .'AMES ST 3 5
o'clock and the Epworth League at It is regarded by those who have when 19 people were killed and only the Executor
named In said WU1. with J Hou8E to let at 5 Broadway Place,
of Rockland entertained in the eve- Pillsbury.
Arthur MacDonald, second to Mrs. 6 for a campfire service. The eve dipped into advance copies as the 14 in December of this year.
| small family, all modern. ERNEST C.
ning with sleight-of-hand tricks.
"best
Lawrence
of
them
all."
(Little
Richard
O.
Elliot,
and
third
to
Mrs.
ELLA
F
LARSON,
late of Rockland. DAVIS. 294 Broadway
1-3
Pedestrian in road was the chief
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Edmands enning service a« 7 o'clock is in charge
10 >**
Mrs. Enoch Clark was hostess to I tertained Monday night, planning Overlook Mrs. Fred Campbell of of the Women's Mission Society, Brown & Co.)
cause
of
fatalities
registered blleThteof* airkmg thjt 'the" Jme may h^wN^ST*
proved and allowed and that Letters 1 14 MASONIC ST , City._____________ 3 5
• • • •
throughout the State as 49 people be
Thursday Club this week, prizes go- the affair as a New Year s party. Warren will entertain the Club at with the topic "Tlie Church as
Testamentary Issue to Andrew Larson I MODERN apartment to let five rooms
So many people have asked Edi were killed walking along the high of Rockland, he being the Executor' with bath: every convenience, heated,
ing to Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs. The guests, however, learning that its next meeting.
Teacher and Healer".
| fireplace electric refrigerator, garage.
tor Weeks of the Atlantic Monthly ways. Thc pedestrian failed to named ln said Will, without bond
Edw'in Lytich and Mrs. Oscar Crie. the fifth wedding anniversary of Sarah Stone, daughter of Mr. and
ESTATE MERL BLISS MARR late ol Furnished or unfurnished as desired.
Washington
deceased
Petition
for
Residential location: available after
if
he
would
"please"
tell
them
who
The club meets next Thursday with I Mr. and Mrs. Edmands fell on that Mrs. Nathaniel Stone, and Ralph C.
heed the warnings which were sent
Norris Carter
Administration, asking that Mahlon 1. P*b 4 Inquire MIKE ARMATA The
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Edwin Libby Corps
Officers Are Installed By
State President — Com
mittees Named

ON THE THRESHOLD OF NINETY

This And That

A

ROCKPORT
LTDAO. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

Mrs. Gilmore W. Soule, new chair
Tel 2228
man of thc Department of Govern
The new officials of Edwin Libby
Circle supper at the Congrega Relief Corps were installed Thurs- J
ment and Child Welfare in the
tional Church, Wednesday, will have day night by the State president !
Mrs. William Pritchard of Som
as chairman, Mrs. Pred Trecartin, Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal, who per- j
erville, Mass., was recent guest of j
with these assistants, Mis. Milton formed her duties most impressively,
Mrs. W. L. Oxton.
By K. S. F.
Miss Lillian Whitmore returned '
Griffin, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. L. assisted by Mrs. Bessie Haraden as ;
B. Cook, Mrs. Harold Connon. Mrs. conductor. Mrs. Eliza Plummer as
Tuesday to Worcester, Mass., to
Joseph Blaisdell. Mrs. Erwin Spear. vice president, Mrs. Millie Thomas
resume her studies at Becker Col
During the spring the value of
lege after spending the holiday re
Mrs. Elmo Crozier, Mrs. W. W. as treasurer, Mrs. Ida Huntley as
j aeronautic products exported from
cess with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
i
■
--------— Graves. Miss Ruth Peterson and secretary, Mrs,
Riah Knight as
the United States amounted to
Miss Harriet Parmalee, who has' Miss Mary Harriman.
P. A. Whitmore.
chaplain, Mrs. Velma Marsh as I
I $10,385,338 and one of the newest
been spending the holidays in Bos-!
-------A reception will be held at tlie
guard, Mrs, Rebecca Ingraham as
I Fokker fighting planes has the tanBaptist Church Monday night hon
ton and Hartford, has returned
Misi Madeline Philbrick and guest past president and Mrs. Alta Dimick
: dem engines, mounted fore and aft,
oring the new pastor Rev. C. V.
home.
j Miss Evelyn Nicholson, returned as pianist.
i and the American planes are so
Overman and Mrs. Overman. An
The new officers are: Mrs. Gladys
------I Wednesday to Westbrook Junior
1 powerful they are wanted for every
interesting program is being ar
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Dodge, have College.
Murphy, president; Mrs. Lina Carwarring country.
ranged.
Invitations have been ex
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Bonroll, vice president; Ella McMillan,
« • • •
tended to all pastors in the nearby
zoumet of New -York.
chaplain;
Mrs.
Margaret
Rackliff,
Miss Erleen Cates, gave a birthThe present capacity for magnesi
towns and in Rockland, and all
iday supper party Friday night. conductor; Mrs. Jennie Pietroski,
um in the United States is 3000
members and friends of tlie parish
Miss Beryl B. Borgerson, R. N. ofj^^ (he
of Rlch. guar4; Mis. Blanche Shadie. past
tons with the demand far exceed
are also invited to attend.
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital ard Harden.
president;
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Vinal,
sec

ing the available supply. There is
A miniature logMrs. Herbert Berry of Camden ,
nursing staff, has resumed her cabin was Used as a center piece, retary; Mrs, Mae Cross, treasurer;
magnesium to be found on Dodges was a visitor Tuesday at thc home |
duties, after spending a few days with ski boots as favors and place Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Winifred
Mrs. Gilmore Soule
Mountain and if so, why should thc
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
vacation at her home in Owls Head. cards in the form of slalom flags. Butler, *Mrs, Carolyn Stewart and
country go short? Enough ready
Miss Shiney Morse, who has been |
cash Is always found by government
The hostess was assisted in making Mrs. Riah Knight, flag bearers;
spending a week with her mother i Rockland League of Women Voters,
Mrs. Myron Mank was hostess to
banner bearers, Mrs. Ada Payson,
experts when needed. This might in Waldoboro has returned to thc 1 plans for the study of local. State
X.C.S. Club at a thimble party and the clever table decorations by Fraternity, Mrs. Mabel 'Richard
bring plenty of work to this section Baptist parsonage
Miss Shirley Stickney. Guests were
where she u
is ! and national child welfare for the
luncheon Wednesday nighb at her
son, Charity; Mrs. Elizabeth Mills,
if properly brought to the atten
Miss Frances Marsh, Miss Louise
making
her
home
with
Rev.
and
month of Januaryhome on Broadway.
Loyalty; Mrs. Doris Ames, patriotic
tion of those in authority. We all
Harden, Mias Shirley Stickney. Sid
Mrs. C. V. Overman.
instructor; Mrs. Alta Dimick. pian
Mrs. Soule attended Simmons Col
Know that magnesium is a competi
Miss Harriet E OBrien, who has ney’ Harden, Kenneth Carroll, and ist; Mrs. Millie Thomas, drill mis
Hollis Wooster returned to Roch
tor of aluminum.
lege
and graduated from New Eng
Wendall
Blackman.
The
group
went
been visiting Mrs. A. L. Hall, has
ester, N. H. Wednesday after spend
tress
• • • •
to the Camden Snow Bowl for ski
land Deaconess School of Nursing
returned to Qanbury, Conn.
ing
a
few
days
with
his
mother,
Mrs.
Committees appointed by the
It is not always those who grasp
ing in the evening.
Charles Wooster.
and has had experience in social
president included Mrs. Winifred
who gather the most of the best
Mrs. Gardner French won first
Funeral services for Frank E. welfare work, doing public health
Butler, Mrs. Doris Ames and Mrs.
things of life. It is really by ac
honors and the travel prize, Mrs. Mrs. Stacia Harmon. 23 Park
Thorndike of West Rockport were nursing in Boston prior to mov
Millie Thomas, finance; Mrs. Eliza
cretion that the cup of happiness
Leland Drinkwater was second and street, and Mrs. Prances A. Clough
held Wednesday at the Russell fu
beth Vlnal and Mrs. Alta Dimick,
is filled. Just as we remember to
ing to this city two years ago.
Mrs. Charles Schofield won third are confined to the house with
neral home with Rev. C. V. Over
resolutions; Mrs. Mae Cross, Mrs.
count
our
blessings
do
tire
real
The first study group of the de
honors at thc Thursday night grippe.
Mrs. Annie S. Moody, widow of Elwell R. Moody, Is celebrating her 89th blessings multiply in our hearts. man officiating. The body was
Amanda Choate and Mrs. Rebecca
meeting of W.I.N. Club, held with
placed
In
the
tomb
awaiting
burial
birthday
today,
at
the
home
of
her
son,
George
Moody,
Cedar
street,
with
partment
of government and child
Ingraham, purchasing; Mrs. Maud
Mrs. Clinton Barbour. Luncheon The Junior Women's Club will Cables, Mrs. Inez Packard and Mrs whom she is visiting for a few days. Active as many persons half her age We should never think uncharitably ln West Rockport cemetery in thc welfare will be held at the apart
and an interesting conversationalist, her stories of her childhood on thc of friends. We should always cul
was served after the game.
meet Monday night at the home of Blanche
Shadie,,
investigating. old homestead at North Warren, where she still makes her tiome, arc tivate a feeling of confidence. Tliat spring. Mr. Thorndike, who recent ments of Mrs. Hcrvey Allen, School
Mrs. Walter Barstow, 16 Ocean Ward committees are Mrs. Amanda always interesting. She can recall when the yarn for much of the family
ly had resided in Somerville, Mass., street Monday at 2 30. This group
brings esteem into our minds and
Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Bonzonmct street, with Mrs. Donald Matheson
Choate, Mrs. Maud Cables, Mrs. clothing was spun in the big kitchen by hand from wool raised on the with that will almost always come died at tlie Tewksbury, Mass., hos will study thc problems of juvenile
of New York and Mr. and Mrs. and Miss Jeannette Stahl assisting
farm, and on yearly visits thc boot and shoe maker shod the family from
pital where he had been a patient delinquency. Supt George Cumming
Carolyn Stewart. Mrs. Mae Cross, leather raised and cured on thc farm.
love.
Lorenzo Dodge were entertained at hostesses. The topic for discussion
from bronchial pneumonia.
will give an adress on this subject
Mrs. Ella McMillan, Mrs. Adelma
• • • •
cards Thursday night at the home will be •’Art.'’ The entertainment
The Johnson Society met Wed concerning local welfare. The sub
l«
Mullen, Mrs. Ida Huntley and Mrs.
The
National
Park
Service
is
now
of Mr and Mrs. Donald Cummings. will be a “white elephant" tree.
nesday night at thc Methodist par ject will be studied aud discussed
Inez Packard.
Carl B Weston.
collecting pioneer mountain relics
CAMDEN
sonage with Mrs. N. F. Atwood as the four Mondays in January, and
A pleasing program was given j
Homan Hunington of Mars Hill for a mountain culture museum to
Miw Margaret Borgerson and
Ruth Mayhew Tent will entertain after the installation, consisting of
hostess. Next week the Society will speakers will be announced. All
lias been a recent visitor in town. be erected in thc Great Smoky
Miss Constance Ross, who have been at beano in Grand Army hall Mon
be entertained at the home of Mrs. members are urged to attend.
The tanker Normad discharged a Mountains National Park and any
spending the holidays at their home day night. Mrs. Eliza Plummer will vccal solos by S. T. Constantine, ac
GILBERT HARMON
Maynard Ingraham.
companied
by
Mrs.
Constantine,
cargo of oil at the George H. one who has finds from the moun
in Owls Head, hav: returned to Lee be chairman. The awards are selec
Correspondent
The annual meeting of the Bap
trumpet solos by Dudley Harvey,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
tain fastnesses are urged to send
Thomas Fuel Co. this week.
Academy.
Aft
tist Ladies' Circle was held Wed Cavanaugh.
ted with care and free prizes are readings by Mrs. Blanche Morton
them to this museum to be on ex
Tel. 713
nesday in conjunction with the alloflered as well as specials. The pub piano and mandolin duet by Mrs.
At thc Methodist Church, thc
hibition.
day session at the vestry. Reports
lic is invited to spend a pleasant Alta Dimick and Miss Dorothy
• • • •
Church School will meet tomorrow
Dr. George Ingraham splintered
afternoon with the Daughters.
Dimick and vocal solos by Mrs. Jen
In tlie city of Cincinnati they given by the various officers showed at 10 o'clock. The Sacrament of thc
a bone in his knee playing badmin
Particularly good, old furniture and
the organization to be in a prosper
nie Pietroski. Following tire cere
In Behalf Of Suffering Peo-|arc very proud of a blonze fou»tain ous condition. Officers elected arc: Lord's Supper will be observed at
glassware. Why not exchange it for
Chummy Cluo met with Mrs. monies refreshments were served ton at the Y.M C.A and will be out
“
cast
at
a
cost
of
$120,000
and
it
is
11. The Epworth League will meet
rash.
Write me, stating briefly
pie Of Finland — Give this city's best-known down town President, Mrs. Maud Walker; vice at 6. Ernest Crockett, leader. At 7
Pearl Look, bridge prizes going to under the direction of Mrs. Ellie of his office for several weeks.
what vou have for sale.
Mr. and Mrs. A S. Prince leave
Mrs. Prank Fields, Mrs. H. R. Mul Knowlton assisted by Mrs. Adelma
P. O. BOX 246, CAMDEN. ME.
landmark. It was designed as "Thc president, Mrs. Rena Carroll; sec thc pastor will speak on "The Dan
Something
ISflBtf len and Mrs. E. W. Freeman.
Saturday on a business trip to Newspirit of water by August Von retary and treasurer, Mrs. Christie gers of growing up." There will be
Mullen, Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs.
York
City
and
Washington
and^
Rt
Rev.
Benjamin
Brewster,
Kreling. It stands 43 feet high. Whitney; chaplain. Mrs. Loana special music.
Winifred Butler, Mrs Carloyn Stew
then w*hl spend a short vacation Episcopal Bishcp of Maine, has is- There are 15 large figures and each Shibles; apron committee, Mrs. Ma
Mrs. W M Little of Broadway art and Mrs. Riah Knight.
in Florida.
sued an appeal to his rectors figure has a definite part in the rion Richards, Mrs. Minetta Paul;
gave a shower Tuesday afternoon
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
WINTER
Marie Sylvanister returned to her throughout the State ln behalf of design. It is one of America’s fin fancy work, Mrs. Ella Overlook, Mrs
for Mrs. Carl Dyer (formerly Helen
(For Thc Courier-Gazette |
Mrs. Earle McWilliams was hos
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Clara Lane. I wonder why I thought I knew
home in Saco after visiting frieinds Finnish relief. It will be read with est bronzes.
Clark) and many appropriate gifts
tess to T Club ,Friday night, at sew
beauty of the winter blue
Ihe Mightiest effmedyNineteen were present to enjoy thc The
in Lincolnville and Camden.
- interest by those of other faiths:
• • • •
were presented. The guests were:
Subtle changes of shifting cloud
ing and late luncheon.
The
snow
mantling earth like a burial
picnic
dinner
served
at
noon.
Mrs. Clarence H. Moore, Mrs Roy
Premier Daladier announced this
Sunday and Monday, "The Roar- ’Df‘ar Brother
shroud.
Tlie annual installation of offi Cf purest
idventure-romance «er
E. Estes, Mrs. Albert R Havener,
last
month
a
gift
by
an
American
ing
Twenties"
with
James
Cagney
In
addition
to
the
primary
object
texture, free from stain
Miss Maerice Capen of Southboro,
I And lhcn “ warm and tranquil rain
Mrs. Arthur P. Haines, Mrs. George Mass., and Miss Florence H.vler of and Priscilla Lane will be the fea to which your attention is called at who wished his name to remain cers of Harbor Light Chanter
“
’ 1 Makes flooding rivers everywhere
blue up there
achieved in cartoon form!
B. Davis, Mrs. Fred L. Linekin and Portland were recent guests of Mr. ture. Tlie double feature playing this time, namely the maintenance anonymous $20,000 for French na O.E.S will take place Jan. 31 with With all fir
And shifting clouds of softest sheen
retiring worthy matron, Elsie Hawk Caught
of the General and Diocesan Mis tional defense.
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley.
by
the
eye
through
lacy mass
today
includes
“
'Valley
of
the
and Mrs. Luke Davis.
Ot naked branches as they pass.
• • • •
ins as installation officer.
Giants" and "She Married a Cop sionary work of the church.—I am
A gull poised high In white array
asking your co-operation in further
Think on tills: The rose pinx
Mrs. Hazel Cain entertained tlie A winter's poem a perfect day.
On Tuesday at 2.15 Mrs. Eleanor
Mrs. Vora N. Bemis will be hos
At the Baptist Church worship
K. 8 F.
Graham wil Igive a dramatic read tess at a Silver Link social at her Sunday will be at 11 o'clock. The ing thc work of Finnish Relief, brick walls of tlie Kremlin in Mos members of thc Baptist Loyalty
Rockland
headed
by
Herbert
Hoover.
Class
of
which
she
is
teacher
at
a
cow
were
built
by
the
15th
century
ing in the vestry' of the Universalist home Tuesday night. All Rebekahs sixth sermon on the “Ten Com
Throughout the Slate of Maine, Italian masons and were laid in a supper and social Wednesday at the
Mrs. Clara Smith was hostess this
Church. This reading is tlie first and husbands are invited. She will mandments," will be presented, thc
tlie
week beginning Sunday, Jan. 7, mortar of cottage cheese, rotten vestry. Thc time was pleasantly week to Chapin Class with work on
of a group of three, which will be be assisted by Mrs. Margery Cum subject being: "Taking Lile." Thc
| relief sewing and a social evening
held on tlie second Tuesdays of Jan ming:, Mrs. Addie Brown. Mrs. Church School will convene at 9.45: has been designated as Finnish Re eggs and mixed with sand because spent with games and music.
Miss Edith Cavanaugh returned occupying Uie time. Mrs. Faith
uary, February and March. Ex Rana Robinson and Miss- Doris adult Bible class at 10; Vespers at lief Week. I therefore ask you to there was no lime within hundreds
bring this matter before tire people of miles of Moscow.
Monday from Waterville where she Berry will be chairman of the sup
cerpts from current plays will be Hyler.
7 with the young people's vested of your congregation.
ADVENTURE with thc ship
• • • ♦
spent the past two weeks with rela per to be served Tuesday at tlie
read
and
commented
upon
and
an
choiir directed by Mrs. Charles
wrecked Gulliver among the
Oh no, this Is not a war where tives.
Some of our people have already
Universalist vestry.
enjoyable course is promised. Tlie
Mr. and Mrs. Fred True arc send Lundell; brief sermon on “Talking
Lilliputieiu—25,000 of them!
women just sit at home and knit
given.
Others,
who
perhaps
have
Services Sunday at tlie Baptist
public is cordially invited to attend ing a week in New York.
in Tongues." Thc young people s hesitated because of inability to give socks and sweaters. Women in Church will begin with worship at
In our 1-3 OR Sale you will find
these readings and anyone wishing
forum will meet at 6 o'clock. Thc large sums, might well be urged to these modern days can and will have
11 with sermon by thc pastor. Rev.. a large assortment of gifts for your
Tlie Scribblers' Club will meet
to become a subscriber to the course
nuid-week service will be Thursday- remember that the aggregate of to replace men in indu' try, farming
C. V. Overman, subject "God's New bridg: prizes on our 25c, 37c and
may telephone Mrs. E. F Glover, Monday afternoon at 2.30, with Mrs. night at 7.30.
small gifts, from people of limited and every phase of national lit Year;'' ordinance of thc Lord's Sup
Donald Karl, Granite street.
No. 505.
50c tables. Gonia's, Rockland.—adv.
Maiden Clifi Rebekah Lodge resources, would .■•well the amount Canadian women, along with thc per will follow; church school al
Which
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people
of
the
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will
meets
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at
7.30.
An
enrest
of
tlie
world,
arc
organized,
and
Miss Shirley Hcrtvmerk of Holy
12 noon; Young Peoples Society
Tlie regular monthly meeting of
oke, Mass., and Sidney Bescrofsky tcrtahimcnt and social hour will send. Tlie relicl of our brothers and when it's all over, what will tlie Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m., Eari
the Universalist Mission Circle will
sisters in Finland, who are in such poor broken down men do but sit Dean, leader; union service at thc
of New Bedford. Mass., a student at feliow thc meeting.
be held Jan. 10 at 2.30 p. nt. in thc
Boston University, were weekend
Monday Club met this week at sore need because of the ruthless and patiently while women still wish thc West Rcckport church at 7 p. m„
vestry of the church. Mrs. Florence
MEET the grandest cartoon
and holiday guests of Edward Gor tire home of Mrs. Arlcttie Good, Mrs unjustifiable attack upon their coun Jobs they were forced to leave, Wc Rev Mr. Overman using as ser
Read This Important Message!
Vickerson of Portland will be
charsetera aver created... laugh
Alex GUlmore, hostess. Mrs. Pearl try, ought to appeal to the hearts of hope not.
mon-subject “To Me to Live is—?"
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•
•
•
•
all
(Christian
people.
I
commend
Are you getting moody, rranky
Willey read an interesting paper on
A conference of officers of all thc to 52)?
will present the Religious Current
NERVOUS? t>o you fear hot flashes,
their lyrical songi!
this concerted effort lor Finnish Re Appearance of Halley's comet can oganizations of the Baptist Church and
CLARK-CURTLS
“
Wake,
Midway,
Guam,
Tahiti
weakening
dizzy spells? Are you jealous
Events and there will be special
be traced in history back to 170 is called by the pastor for Jan. 12 ol attentions other women get? THEN
The Pentecostal Tabernacle at Islands. Old and New Way of lief for that week of Jan. 7.
music. The response to the roll
Clarence C. Stetson. 6 State streot, B. C. We wonder if it was known at 7 p. ni. at the vestry. An invita LISTEN —
Rockland was the scene of a very Travel;’ Next week the club will
These symptoms often result from fe
call will be upon thc topics Free
male functional disorders. So start today
pretty wedding New Years evening meet with Mrs. T. Jenness French. Bangor, has been appointed by Mr. as Halley’s then?
tion
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all
others
inter

dom and Liberty. There will be re
and take famous Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Hoover as State chairman of Finnish
when Elizabeth Luetta Curtis,,
The annual meeting of the Busi
ested in the work to be present
Vegetable Compound. For over 60 yrs.
lief sewing and the hostess for tlie
From London comes the sugges
Relief
for
Maine.
Pinkham’s Compound has helped hun
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene ness Men's Association will be held
Lowell
Payson
who
spent
a
week
social hour at the close will be Mrs.
dreds of thousands of grateful women to
tion and from no ether than Lord
(Signed) Benjamin Brewster.
Curtis of East Belfast, became the Monday night at 7.30
with
relatives
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and
in
Camden
go "smiling thru" difficult days. PinkEtta Stoddard, Mrs. Lenora Cooper.
Beaverbrook that conscription be
bride of Clayton Cecil Clark, son of
THRILL to spectacle unequalled
expects to return Monday to Bal ham's has helped calm unstrung nerve*
The annual meeting of St.
I Mrs. Minnie Copeland, Mrs. Delilah
and lessen annoying female functional
extended
to
women.
And
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not?
meet
j Sleeper Bible Class will
in ita lavish splendor—the cap
timore, wticrc he is employed.
"irregularities.”
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! Cunningham, Mrs. Grace Daniels. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Gordon Clark cf Bel Thomas Episcopal parish will be Monday at the home of Mrs A B.
ture of the giant -.. Gulliver,
The best known and one of thc moat
Miss Claire Cavanaugh who lias
held Wednesday night at the parisli
"Where are some good places to
I Mrs, Ellen Dyer and Mrs. Gertrude mont.
single-handed, vanquishing the
rffetliK
"woman's” tonics. In liquid or
Norton. Mechanic street.
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be
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employed
for
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handy
fo carry tablet form (similar for
house.
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will
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served
pre

stop
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this
trip?"
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the
auto

enemy fleet!
Russell.
fore a lighted cross, thc double ring ceding the meeting.
in Beilast is now at tlie home of her mula). Try it!
mobile tourist.
Sunshine Sccicly will meet Mon
ceremony being read by the Rev.
"At all railroad crossings," re
•Mrs. Flora Stockwell will enter day afternoon with Minnie Miles,
C. B. Staples. The bride was given
MRS.
plied the clerk.
tain the Methodist Ladies' Aid Wed and two quilts will be tacked.
in marriage by her father. The
ELEANOR GRAHAM
nesday afternoon.
church was decorated with evergreen
•Pip"
Dramatic Reading
The Methodist Church will have
Read The Courier-Gazette
boughs and Christmas lights. The
"When you notice a cat In profound Never Leave I leafing
Chance...
Universalist Vestry
bride was very attractive in a dress public worship Sunday at 10.30, with
meditation,
sermon
by
thc
pastor,
subject:
"Tlie
Tuesday, Jan. 9—2.15 P.M. of powder rose with black accesTlie reason, I tell you, Is always
____________
3-lt I sories. Th© hat, which was black, Sanctity of Silence,'' followed by
the same:
! was trimmed with powder rose rib the Sacrament of thc Lord's SupperHis mind is engaged in a rapl con
bon and a shoulder length veil dot Church School will be at 11.45;
templation
and Be Su re ol* Quality Coal
ted with powder rose chenille. She Men s Bible class at the same hour
Of the thought, of tlie thought, of
with
Henry
L.
Maker
as
teacher,
carried a bouquet of pink roses and
thc thought of his name:
.
»«obucio tv **» tv
Wise furl buyers never gamble on coal quality
white snapdragons. The groom and the women's class also at Die
His ineffable eftablc
. . . always specify top-quulily DA II \nlliraeite.
wore the conventional blue. The same hour with Dr. Willis F. Hart
GO TO
Elfanineffablc
it-tfc A i Kt
couple were attended by Miss Ruth as teacher. Happy Hour service at
This Winter uvoid undue heating risks hy get
Deep and inscrutable singular
Clark, sister of the groom. Only 7 o'clock, song service with talk by
SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATI
Name."
ting the extra comfort—extra convenience of
NEE MONDAY AT 4 O’CLOCK
• • • •
the immediate families, and Mrs. the pastor, subject "Limiting God.''
II&H Anthracite—a quality eoal. Better phone
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Admission 10 Cents
A New Englander asked for
Chester B. Staples and son were Mrs. Weston P. Holman soloist.
PAYSONS’
your order today!
“THE ROARING
Church
night
sevice
in
the
vestry
,
squash pie in the South and oc
present. A reception will follow in
NOW PLAYING
BEAUTY SALON
TWENTIES”
casioned stares
the near future. Mr. and Mrs. Clark Thursday night at 7 o'clock. Those i
"INVISIBLE STRIPES”
desiring a cottage prayer meeting 73 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
CALL 487
i
with
Had he asked for cushaw or pota
will
reside
with
the
bride
’
s
parents
with
You'll hear it often, from the
JAMES CAGNEY
at
their
home
will
consult
witli
the
.
GEORGE RAFT, JANE BRYAN
in East Belfast.
women they all admire, that their to pun'kin pie he might have been
PRISCILLA LANE
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
distinctive new hair-dos and gor accommodated.
Mrs. Clark is a graduate of Crosby pastor.
geous
complexions
conic
from
us.
Thc
Woman's
Baptist
Mission
j
SATURDAY ONLY
The cushaw is a squash, but a
High School of Belfast in the class
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skates. The whole area is illumi
womans’ tears gradually lessened as
nated at night.
she gazed. This man was no cheap
Many out-of-town guests are be
masher, she thought. He acted al
Will Be Theme Of Garden
Here's a Story That Has a most as embarrassed as she was, and The Snow Bowl Ha* Mean ing attracted to the trails on Mt.
this thought gave her confidence.
ing Beyond Winter Sport* Megunticook. These trails are fair
Club Federation’s Mid
Ring Like Keeping Up
ly a Paradise to the skier as they
The man looked at her keenly and
Program
winter Conference
With the Joneses
are completely graded and tree
she felt herself blushing.
It was the man who broke the
The Snow Bowl is bringing new from all rocks and obstructions. The
"Looking Forward" is the theme
In the living room of a small
tension. He got up suddenly, walked business to Eastern Maine in the I following facilities are augmented
of the third annual mid-winter con
apartment on one of the back streets across the room and seated himself wjnter months. Built at Hosmer by a large ski hut recently conference of the Oaraen Club Federa
of at. Petersburg a white faced, be.side her on the couch, "You re a pond by community* cooperation in -riructed by the C.C.C. with open
tion cf Maine to be held Wednesday,
trembling girl stared with fright pretty little thing." he said softly, 1936 under the leadership of a ' fireplaces indoors and outdoors for
Jan. 24, in the Senate Chamber at
ened eyes at a middle aged man who "and I'm no saint. I think we are group who believed a winter sports cooking and warmth:
the State House in Augusta. Mrs.
had followed her up the outside stair both wondering what we are headed recreational area would not only j Spring Brook Trail—Length 4
Clarence S. Beverage of Augusta,
way and into the room where they for and I’m curious I’d like to provide healthful recreation for the miles: Width 8 to 12 feet; Vertical
Federation president, will preside at
stood alone together. She was a know if this just happened tonight, residents of this section, but would 'descent 600 feet; from apex 2 miles
the morning and afternoon sessions
frail, wisp of a woman, this girl who • or was it planned?”
also attract many of our summer down either side; Maximum grade
which w.ll open promptly at 10 a. m.
was apparently afraid of h»r com I "I don't know what you are talk- residents and out-of-State guests 15 degrees; exposure N and NE.
and 2 p. m. Greetings will be ex
panion. and the man’s face was not ing about,” she said hotly, "anyway, t0 Eastern Maine to enjoy Old Man
Cameron Mountain Trail—from
tended by Gov. Barrows, and Mrs.
a reassuring one.
I you ought to know. If there was winter.
West side Bald Rock Mt. on Spring
Lucius D. Barrows of Augusta,
All the wav from Williams’ Park any planning done, you did it."
Summer People Back in Wtnter
Brook Trail to Zeke's Lookout,
chairman of the conference. Mrs
he had followed her. Silent, inex 1 "I," he exclaimed, surprised. j q-}le forethought of thore inter- length 1.75 miles; Width 8 to 10
Beverage will give her addTess to
orable; and if her purpose faltered
"Didn't you want me to come home ested citizens from every town in feet; Vertical descent 500 feet; Max
the Federation members.
or her step hesitated, he had been with you? Be honest now."
1 this section ts now reaping its har- imum Grade 2 3 degrees; Exposure
Definite programs for work to be
there close beside her to impell her
"Well," she replied slowly. "If we've ; vest Many of the summer rest- NW and W.
accomplished before the Federation Quern of the splrndid fleet operated by Maine Central Railroad. 8.8. Moosehead was its most powerful unit, not on.
Zeke's Lookout Trail — Spring
got to be honest about it, I didn t dents visited the Snow Bowl last
even excepting the 131? ton steam ferry Ferdinando Gorges which has 2000 horsepower.
meeting in June, will be outlined in
Now they were here in the little mind—but I didn’t ask you to-you wjnter Ai^ady 15 or more summer
Brook Valley up Mt. Megunticook
two-minute talks by the 14'commitpowered with twin triple expansion, course he knew but couldn't well, garage apartment the girl called
No. 28
tee chairmen: Conservation, Mrs.
engines which develop 2360 horse- answer. Mrs. A. Whltemore of home, and while it would have been said you wanted to rest and so I families have visited the Snow northwest along ridge to Beke's
Distinctly a modern is today's
you in."
J Bowl this year. A number have | Lookout; northeast to midpoint on
Burton L. Preston of Portland;
power. Rangeley. almost an exact Sarasota, Fla., named her the Pen- apparent to anyone that she was asked
That, he realized, was perfectly J installed complete heating plants Spring Brook trail;; length 2.25
guest steamer. It is SS. Moosehead.
Roadside Development, Mrs. Fred ■ ail-time high of 'the~Main‘e“ Central duplicate in outward appearance ugoet. which
incorrect but to nervous and embarrassed as they
S. Woods of Portland; Junior Na
was built In 1913 in Bath, is 185 feet show Mrs. Whltemore proper ap- stood there facing each other, what true. Neither had her behaviour jn their homes for winter use. One miles; Width 8 to 12 feet; maximum
Railroad's fleet and at this moment
ture Work. Mrs. C. Marshall Wash- I one of the finest ships in service on long, 36.6 beam. 13.5 feet deep but preciation the tragic story of re the man thought, or What his pur been at any time, at all ln accord I New York family has purchased an grade 22 degrees: vertical descent
bum of Augusta and Perry; Horti- j the Atlantic seaboard. To be sure develops only 1200 horsepower with ragoet with pictures will be pre- pose might be. was masked behind with the bold solicitation of a street abandoned farm near the Snow 500 feet in 5 miles; exposure NE;
walker. It was her lack of those, jjowi an(j js starting construction on class novice to intermediate.
culture, Mrs. Edward F. Merrill of Moosehead was a fathom too aristo her single triple expansion engine | rented very soon. Bert Fletcher an expression totally unreadable.
well
understood and familiar ap- a y€ar round home so they may not
Cross Country Trail—Leqglh 4
Skowhegan; Community Better cratic to run in regular service out, Moosehead was taken for govern- j 0( Camden came very near winning
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the park when this girl had ap
Birds, Mrs. Lawrence A Ward of major part of her time at this port lowing year Rangely took her de Sappho—now Pawtucket. It was proached him. Perhaps he had been the first place. Yet the thing had but enjoy the winter months here grade 15 degrees.
worked out along accepted lines and j
Hampden Highlands; Programs and as a winter resort along with her parture. Rangeley is running sum "Steamboat BUI’1 himself, (Jay a bit lonesome when she seated her
he couldn’t dismiss the thought that
Bot Winter Sports Area
Lectures, Mrs. Werner H. Hoffman less rugged sister Rangeley, Norum- mers under the name Chauncey M. Allen) of New York who gave the self beside him there under the
she was well aware of all its posstDepew
on
the
Hudson
River
and
This activity means business for
of Rangeley Lakes; Resolutions, bega, Sieur de Monts and Samoset.
distance answer W J. MacDoug- trees. Certainly he had been indif
bilities. There were contradictions our fntlre
and for Malne
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means
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easters in her crew. It is hoped on time but behind on distance. one of the hundreds of tourists sit
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at
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time
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W Jackson of IReadfield; Visiting
Another not-too-mysterious “mys ting there in the dusk of early eve
Moosehead is shown above at the
Operation, and Million*
"Maybe I’ve been wrong," he sa«d business in this section is at a low
Gardens, Mrs. John Meade Howells Maine Central Wharf. Rockland She ten about these two fine boats. tery boat” is presented today. A ning. tired and a little bored with
carefully. "The fact remains that ebb. With this fine start in build
Are Interested
of Kittery’ Point; Membership, is a luxury liner of the nth degree Communications welcome, photos, different solution method will be doing nothing. When she spoke to
neither of us are children and I’m ing a new recreational business in
Legislation. Mrs. William R Pattan- designed especially for the pleasure ditto.
lum
he
was
secretly
pleased
taken this time. The answers
Some of the 47,000 000 persons
no dumber than the average man. Eastern Maine it is possible, with
gall of Augusta; Publicity, Mrs of the summer residents of the!
He had sensed her nervousness at
* *
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covcea by the system who were 65
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you
the support of the entire section,
From the long shipping memory day morning the answers received once. Her voice had betrayed her
Gerald C. Welch of Augusta; His swanky Bar Harbor area. She was
or 'Ider Monday may begin draw
speak to me in the first place?”
to carry out our fondest dreams
shuffled and the first one for It was not the casual tone of
torical and Memorial Gardens, Mrs. specially powered to give them a of Sidney B Lermond of Thomaston wm
ing the first monthly benefits of a
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William E. Wing of Portland. Fol thrill and she certainly could do a comes a boyhood recollection of picked out correctly naming her friendly comradeship so often heard
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^n^,during
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months.
lowing these talks, an open forum piece of traveling. 2350 horsepower in of steamer Henry Morrison run- j u.m win S!X months free Courler- on these green benches. Rather it
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in
'
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in ^938,
will be conducted by Mrs William a ship 185 feet long She was taken r‘in8 on the Kennebec from Gardi- j Gazettes
carried a note of suppressed excltesaid. "I had to speak to somebody, „ur neighboring state of New
Thelr r*tirwn«u w111
to
A Ellingwood cf Rockland. Garden by the Navy during World War days tier to Boothbay, this before her .
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and nature enthusiasts interested and appeared in a marine register as appearance in Penobscot waters
Many friends of steamboat lore j surprised him and awakened hls lngreen benches in this town U you cUlafn m
Mai(> u
and annuity checks for retired
in the activities of the Federation. 1 U. S Navy St. S Moosehead Later She was the same little side wheeler , have indicated their desire for one terest That might have been the
really want to know. I was more cr ^1^,, by
them
vlslt workers and their wives or widows
may attend the meetings. It will she assumed her maiden name, and was in charge of a fiery tern- of the books which will be printed reason why he changed his seat when
- ___
be necessary for everyone to register Moosehead, later still became St. S. pered Capt. McClintock who wore a year hence containing complete she moved to another bench and le&s de?Perale for a little sympathy the Snow Bowl, tell their friends over 65 will reach them about Feb.
and—maybe something to eat. I about the Snow Bowl, and helping 1 and each month thereafter.
to attend any or all sessions. Mrs. Porpoise and finally Mayflower, now long red whiskers.
picture and history stories of j once more he found himself beside
guess
thats* all. You look as if you to do everything possible to at
The board has estimated that
Peenobscot Bay steamers as pre- ’ her. They had talked easily then
Frank P Babbitt of Hallowell and running on the Hudson and owned
900,000
men. women and children
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to
the
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in
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column.
Those
defor
awhile,
but
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understand
Then
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tract
a
record
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this
Mrs. Brooks Savage of Skowhegan *n New York.
would share ln more than 8100,are co-chairman of registration.
SS. Moosehead was built in 1911 ship" contest came from far flung siring copies should notify The , strange unnatural tenseness between afraid you might not understand— year.
and I was frightened—I lost my
000.000 ln old age benefits this year.
Support The Snow Bowl
Mrs. Lewis O Barrows, a member 'n Bath for the Maine Central. She points. The original photograph Courier-Gazette and thus insure them when conversation languished,
of the Garden Club Federation of is 677 gross tons* 185 3 feet lon«* 35 8 came frora c Bradford Mitchell in publication of the modestly priced' and her eyes had probed hls in the ! Job and it's got me down.
Large crowds were attracted to The estimates are suhject to re
"So that's it.” said the man dryly. the Snw 3^., over the New year vision. depending on the number of
Maine has invited all attending the feet beam and 13 9 feet de€P She is far-°ff Bloomington, Ind., so of book.
J. M R.
growing darkness with questions
"Well, I’ve heard that story in three wwkend The
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condition
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after the letirement age of 05.
It was a natural thing to find
the Blaine House at 4 o'clock, fol
much of a sucker now as I ever was. 150 skiers enjoyed the slope and
The primary benefits for insured
himself walking home with her. He
lowing the afternoon program,
workers r based on their average
had drifted along without really Are you rettlIy hungry ?”
ski-tow.
which will include an illustrated
knowing where he was going, nor
“No’" she replied’ natly' “rm not
The new hockey rink constructed monthly wage since Jan. 1, 1037.
lecture by a well known authority.
why, and when he had found him-' Theres plentyt0 eat ln thc kitchen through the efforts of the N.Y.A. Benefits for wives, widows and
Several program features are being
self at the foot of the •stairway- but I'm tired of crackers and milk and interested local hockey fans children consist of fractional pro
planned for the morning and after
leading
up to her rooms on the quiet and sardines and oranges. I want is now ready for use. This year it portions of this sum. Wives and
noon by the conference committee,
back
alley,
he was ttred. He had t0 eat somethin8 once in a u hile was
t0 construct the rink child, en are entitled to monthly
Mrs. Lucius D. Barrows of Augusta,
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for
a
moment
that
1
don
1
have
t0
get
on
the
pond,
but
already money is payments equal to half the wage
director of Kennebec Region, chair
or two before the long walk back. He Something good that costs real
raised by an enthusiastic earner’s benefit, and widows get
man, Mrs. Thomas E. Greenway of
would have been surprised Indeed mone>- which I haven t got. And I Hlgh School group, to build a new three-fourths of the primary sum.
Skowhegan and Mrs. William A.
had
he known she thought he had want t0 thinlt about something be- permanent hockey rink on the land
In the three years of preparation
Ellingwood of Rockland Mrs. Mel
' followed her home, instead of mere- isides house work and washing dishes near
pond A number of semi- for the pay-off the government has
vin E. Sawtelle of 72 Winthrop
ly accompany ing her.
j and making beds and trying to find pro hockey teams throughout the collected in excess of *1 400.000.000
street, Augusta is chairman of the
As for the girl, now that the light a Quarter to put in the meter so I state are being contacted and it Is in payroll taxes to establish a re
noon luncheon at the Augusta
in her apartment made her features can take 8 bath. I want to go hoped to see some very fast hockey serve fund. The employe and em
House. Luncheon reservations, ac
Clearer, she looked older than she somewhere and see something be- th)s W[nter
facilities ployer each were taxed one pec
companied by check, are to be made
had appeared ln the park. Her face s,des a 15 cent movie, and I want to and toboggan sljde are
kept cent on the employe's wages.
to Mrs. Sawtelle by Jan. 17. Hotel
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Quit
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condition,
reservations will be made direct to
On the basis of estimates sup
color in her cheeks and her eyes kee? u? appearances. I want some | The commit has piaced a hos. plied to the Senate Finance Com
the hotel, but members wishing to
were very bright. She could have fnends I can call on. Woman
tJw lodge house to serve mittee. the government expects to
stay in Augusta homes will write to
told her companion that this was due frlends' wh0 *111 cal1 on me and we ]ljht lunches
man w)nter
Mrs. William T. Noble, 24 Melville
eollect *501,000,000 in social secur
to her embarrassment. She had can g0 Places together, and play gU€,ts and the skaU h<>use o{fws
street, Augusta, or Mrs. Archer L.
ity taxes this year against an wrticards
and
be
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and
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di hoped for Just such an adventure as
Grover, 27 Pleasant street, Hallo
the usual warm room to change mated distribution of *114,000,000
Here is presented one of the most famous vessels ever to pl.v Penobscot waters. My she did for over two ! th“ *’he“
had ,eft *ier apart' I
whoa whoa " exclaimed the man
well, members of the housing com
in benefits.
generations of the toughest kind of service. Built in 1864, this pic ture was taken at Northport in 1894 with m<nt earller in
evening. Then !
*hoa, whoa excia med tne■ man. wiped his brow and then, surpris
mittee,
In the succeeding three years—to
she had been tanly resolved to do fating alarmed at last.
That s ingly, chuckled.
Mrs. Beverage. Federation presi decades of service left in her staunch hull. As I recall her she was painted white.
the
end of 1943—the Income and
-------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -—--------------- something, anythlng-she didn't enough. You ought to meet Sarah.
Half an hour later he climbed outgo of social security funds is
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————
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a
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slowly up his own front stairs where
business meeting for the 34 mem- en
was bringing better and
Jackson and Miss Margaret Cuth care what—to change the drab moORFF'S CORNER
The woman didn't even notice the his wife sat waiting for him. read estimated as follows:
! notony of her struggle for existence
bertson
bers of the executive board at 4 better results each year and that
1941 — *506000.000 income and
Mrs. Henry Allen and daughter
Leander Gross died Dec. 24 at ;[ in an unfeeling and indifferent Interruption. The floodgates were ing a thrilling story in a popular
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 23. many of the "worst spots were
*298.000,000 outgo: 1042—8504.000..
open
and
all
the
repressed
desires
of
magazine. She looked up mildly
Elaine
of Tenant's Harbor were the age of 80 years. Funeral servicesworld. Now die was not so sure of
at "Gardenside" the home of Mrs being cleaned up.
000 and (431.000.000; 1043—8810,callers
Monday at Albert Ewell's, were held from the home, Rev. John herself. Things had happened too a starving soul burst forth in a tor from her reading and said in tones
William R. Pattangail on Bradbury (
• • • •
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of
a
of mock suspicion, "Sam Jones,
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Monday to Swampscott, Mass., after Nazarene Church of which Mr ' B was an unusual situation. This
Charm House, nearby.
are now a thing of the past as the two weeks’ visit with her daughter Gross was a devoted member, of-I woman-^for she was hardly young | work and few real pleasures, rolled
"Oh, Just wandering around," he Ls estimated on the basis of an inresult of action taken by Comm is- ..
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little
replied.
Then he snapped the lock creese in the social security tax
ficiating. Mr. Gross is survived by *n°u«h to be called a girl—although
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i
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Mrs. Chester Miller,
sioner Stobie and his advisory
his wife, two sons Eden and she had visualized a situation some- mouth with a force which threatened on the front door and went thought from one percent to two percent,
council. Next spring it will be legal; Mrs TheIma Cushman of Sears- Thomas, a daughter Mrs. Frank ' thing like this and was not averse to rock the chairs. The atmosphere fully to bed.
although Congress in the mean
G. H. R.
to take these fish for bait purposes,mont visit*d Sunday at the home of
time may revise the tax.
Simmons, two granddaughters and to it, thought that this elderly man of the room lost its tense uncer
the only. The action was taken at the her parenU'
and Mrs Ouy Ken‘
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a
blast
of
unrepressed
"Reckless
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makes
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several great grandchildren. In- had deliberately picked her up from
Despite a shorter season
Subscribe to The Oburier-Oowtto.
request of many citizens of the Se- nedy.
terment was in Shuman cemetery, i a park bench and followed her home. emotion. The man was appalled by age.”
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earnestness.
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high figure that was almost up to
Mrs. Cora Boman
I that he had been picked up by this • funny had it not been so serious.
lari year's total
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j able as food for salmon and trout Harold T. Achom.
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of
Mrs.
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Boman
i woman from the same bench and Finally she ran down
19.187 of the whitetails as compared
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson occurred at the home of her daugh- S that she had cleverly inveigled him
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would soon be exterminated. When
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each
ter
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ing does 10.541 to 8.493. according !lne '-run" u on “cb sprlng “
Dexter.
to figures released by the Fish and many M *veral hundred dlppers
had made her home for a number
The
10 either case had been by magic. The night birds were still
Nathaniel Collins of Union is
: the same; but neither the man nor singing in the trees outside the win
Game Department today. The sex are in action along the banks of visiting his aunt, Mrs. Harold of years.
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and
other
streams
each
Mrs.
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been
an
iavalid
the woman were quite clear how it dow, the big Florida moon rode high
of 153 was not designated. County
Orff.
night.
for many years confined to a wheel happened. Both were suspicious and in the skies, and there in that shabby
totals will not be available until a
Mrs. Beulah Allen and daughter
chair, and the last few years found they eyed eath other warily, each garage apartment on a back street in
later date but It was indicated that Game fishing in Sebago is ex
pected
to
be
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as
her entirety helpless and bUnd, of them uncertain of what the next a city whose chief business was
Washingon, Hancock, Penobscot,
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these afflictions being bourne with move might be.
Aroostook and Somerset are well
Carleton Porter, Miss Charlotte
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great
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out in the lead. The kill was made
Dyer and Mrs. Katheryn Dyer of'
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I Beside her daughter who had so had nothing to lose except maybe a ness -of daily mingling with these
RUTHLESS, datarminad killer hat ttruckl
by 17.043 resident and 2,142 non
The Department of Inland Fish- Thomaston were recent guests of 1
tenderly cared for her, Mrs. Boman few dollars and It was worth a few throngs of pleasure seekers, having
resident hunters.
Probably the eries and Game is getting a fine Mrs. Mabelle Porter.
The occupants of Kenesaw Hill't three shuttered hornet
I is survived by a son Arthur Boman, dollars to a man of his age to find the desire but lacking the means to
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New York Sportsmen’s Shows. For , Tuesday to Elmoreaftor a visit with grandchildren
of a trim and attractive looking even hope for anything but an end
murder, then a fire in their reign of horror. Poweriett
In
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Commissioner the first time in several years salt, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
j dren
woman. It flattered his ego, but he less round of work and trouble in
George J. Stobie predicted that the water sports and commercial fish- | Mr. and Mrs. Edward Reed enter- :
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of
so
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Q Q
offlcUt_ that the matter was not as sordid plenty. An endless circle of injus
Again Inspector Tope end Mitt Moss solve the elmottand expressed surprise at final exhibit. Klir Beck Is supervising a"d brother of Wanen and Mr. and
Inlerment wai ta JeKerson as the bare facts would seem to in tice which led nowhere. Nobody
perfect
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figures. More deer and more hunt the construction of the exhibit Mrs- Charles Reed of Gardiner.
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Reed this exciting, fascinating tale of love against
was shortened as much as two time.
1 tended by 16 men with two trucks
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bryant have away in Its accustomed place on the his mind, the man arose and reached
crime.
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cut,
hauled
out
i
Mass.
counties and approximately one
"Sister," he said, "It’s getting late
quick and nervous. Her smile was
week in several others. There was most of the lakes andi ponds solidly and sawed and a good portion split [ Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer of forced and she visibly hesitated be now, but tomorrow night you and
frozen. Laws regarding this type and housed. Mr. Taylor has been ! Damariscotta Mills were guests Sun- fore she asked her companion to me are going to have the humdingno December hunting.
The woods were very dry for of fishing are many and varied so in ill health many months and ap- j day of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rich- sit down. Finally she did so, and inist party they’ve had down here
much of the season—a condition anglers are advised to get complete preciates this kindly • ac t of his ards.
//
she saw now that he was slightly since the Civil War. I kind of like
that experts believed
would tend information before venturing out neighbors.
! Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Cox and bald.
you anyway. Now you go to bed and
to keep the kill down asnimrods lor thls rugged he-man sport. Jack
The Sunday School held its an-' family of Salem, Mass., who spent
They couldn’t Just go on talking figure out what you'd like to do mo6t.
found it veiy noisy for stalking. I Williams of Nicatous Lodge, Nica- nual concert at the Community the holidays at their cottage here, as they had talked ln the park. There We’ll do that, and then some. I've
Commissioner Stobie said that tous Lake advises that he will be house Sunday afternoon with a large have returned home,
was too much tensnlon ln the air. It got a few ideas of my own and we'll
law violations were "pretty well/eady t0 takc ice fishermen at his attendance. The program consisted
Leon Ross of Union was a recent wouldn’t mean anything. So they try 'em all.”
distributed ’ which in his opinion' Place after Feb. 1st and predicts of songs and recitations by the chil- visitor at the home of relatives in sat there for a long moment and
Quickly then, before she could say
looked at each other curiously. The a word, he left her. Outside he
proved that the work of the ward-JKo^ fishing.
jdren and a solo by Mrs. Edna j town.
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